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Nouri, Parisa, Cooperative diversity mechanisms for critical machine-type
communications. 
University of Oulu Graduate School; University of Oulu, Faculty of Information Technology
and Electrical Engineering; Centre for Wireless Communications
Acta Univ. Oul. C 847, 2022
University of Oulu, P.O. Box 8000, FI-90014 University of Oulu, Finland

Abstract

The need for the industrial Internet-of-Things (IIoT) and the challenges faced in the transition
from traditional manufacturing to the next generation of factories is the motivation behind many
research works that aim to meet the requirements of future factories. Ultra-reliable low latency
communication (URLLC), known as critical machine-type communications (cMTC), is a key
enabling force for future connectivity to bring about prominent opportunities in support of the
IIoT. The goal of this thesis is to study different enablers for IIoT, discuss their associated
challenges, research directions, and specifically focus on diversity mechanisms as a potential
enabler for URLLC services in the factories of future.

The first part of this thesis provides an overview of potential enablers to meet URLLC
requirements. We discuss the corresponding merits and challenges of each technique, and their
relevance to IIoT is highlighted. Thereafter, we survey cooperative diversity mechanisms to
enable URLLC applications, and meet their corresponding requirements.

The second part focuses on the performance analysis of URLLC via cooperative diversity
techniques. Different performance metrics such as reliability, latency, and energy efficiency (EE)
are studied, and the impact of different parameters such as coding rate, transmission power, pilot
power/length, blocklength, and resource allocation under a hard deadline on system performance
are examined. We aim to mathematically model and characterize the trade-offs between reliability
and latency requirements.

Finally, the last part of the thesis looks beyond the cooperative diversity technique to enable
URLLC services for future connectivity.

Keywords: cooperative diversity, finite blocklength, industrial Internet-of-Things,
machine-type communications, outage probability, QoS under hard-deadline, relaying,
ultra-reliable low-latency communications





Nouri, Parisa, Yhteistoiminnallisia diversiteettimekanismeja kriittiseen kone-
tyyppiseen tietoliikenteeseen. 
Oulun yliopiston tutkijakoulu; Oulun yliopisto, Tieto- ja sähkötekniikan tiedekunta; Centre for
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Tiivistelmä

Tarve teolliseen esineiden Internettiin (IIoT) ja haasteet siirtymässä perinteisistä tuotantomene-
telmistä seuraavan sukupolven tehtaisiin motivoivat useita tutkimustöitä löytämään ratkaisuja
niiden vaatimuksiin. Erittäin luotettava pienen latenssin tiedonsiirto (URLLC), joka tunnetaan
myös nimellä kriittinen konetyyppinen tietoliikenne (cMTC), on avainasemassa tulevaisuuden
verkkoliittyvyydessä tarjoten huomiota herättäviä mahdollisuuksia IIoT-ratkaisuiksi. Tämän väi-
töskirjan tavoitteena on tutkia erilaisia IIoT:n mahdollistavia tekniikoita, käsitellä niihin liittyviä
haasteita ja tutkimussuuntia sekä erityisesti keskittyä diversiteettimekanismeihin varteenotetta-
vana URLLC-palvelujen mahdollistajana tulevaisuuden tehtaissa.

Väitöstyön ensimmäinen osa sisältää yleiskatsauksen URLLC-vaatimukset täyttävistä tek-
niikkavaihtoehdoista. Kunkin tekniikan hyvät ja huonot puolet esitetään ja niiden IIoT-soveltu-
vuutta arvioidaan. Seuraavaksi tarkastellaan yhteistoiminnallisia diversiteettimenetelmiä mah-
dollistamaan URLLC-sovelluksia ja toteuttamaan niiden esittämiä vaatimusmäärittelyjä.

Työn toinen osa keskittyy URLLC:n suorituskykyanalyysiin yhteistoiminnallisia diversiteet-
titekniikoita käytettäessä. Luotettavuus, latenssi ja energiatehokkuus (EE) ovat esimerkkejä
monista tutkittavista suorituskykymittareista. Samoin eri parametrien, kuten koodaussuhde, lähe-
tysteho, pilottisymbolin teho/pituus, lohkonpituus ja resurssiallokaatio, vaikutusta kovan määrä-
ajan järjestelmän suorituskykyyn tutkitaan. Työssä tähdätään matemaattiseen mallinnukseen luo-
tettavuuden ja latenssivaatimusten välisen vuorovaikutuksen luonnehtimiseksi.

Työn loppuosa tarkastelee yhteistoiminnallisten diversiteettitekniikoiden ulkopuolisia vaihto-
ehtoja URLLC-palveluihin tulevaisuuden verkkoliittyvyystoteutuksissa.

Asiasanat: erittäin luotettava pienen latenssin tiedonsiirto, katkostodennäköisyys,
konetyyppinen tietoliikenne, palvelun laatu kovan määräajan tilanteessa, releointi,
teollinen esineiden Internet, yhteistoiminnallinen diversiteetti, äärellinen lohkonpituus
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1 Introduction

The Internet-of-Things (IoT) is a paradigm and refers to a network of interconnected
smart devices via the Internet that enables reliable monitoring and precise controlling
[1]. The integration of IoT and cyber-physical systems (CPS) opens up a new smart
industry research area known as Industry 4.0, usually called the fourth industrial
revolution, which was initially proposed in Germany [2]. Turning traditional factories
into smart connected factories raises new challenges and research questions on how
to deliver the industrial Internet to meet Industry 4.0 requirements. Current mobile
technologies are not able to meet industry-specific requirements in terms of wireless
performance, heterogeneity management, security, leveraging Internet technologies
besides service management, and network flexibility. The industrial IoT1 has come
into the picture as the main pillar for connectivity for Industry 4.0, comprising both
manufacturing and non-manufacturing areas [4]. The key technology for supporting
IIoT applications is 5th generation (5G) wireless systems [5]. Generally speaking,
5G introduces new connectivity interfaces to meet new performance metrics such as
security, privacy, ultra-low latency communications, and ultra-high reliability needed
for new applications and business models in the factories of the future. 5G wireless
systems are designed to support machine-type communications (MTC) in addition to
human-type communications. In the context of MTC, we often talk about two primary
scenarios, namely: massive machine-type communications (mMTC) and ultra-reliable
low latency communications. mMTC refers to services with a massive number of
devices generally equipped with sensors or actuators. mMTC require long-lasting battery
life, low-cost energy consumption and low-cost devices without a stringent latency
requirement, since many IIoT services run on the same batteries for years. URLLC is
the backbone of the IoT and particularly for IIoT, and is a key design aim in 5G and a
mandatory prerequisite in the uncountable number of future industrial applications.
Extreme URLLC with even tighter requirements is also a central research topic related
to the upcoming generation, 6th generation (6G), which envisions a data-driven society
enabled by near-instant, unlimited connectivity [6]. The visioning of 6G has already
begun and there are several publications exploring the requirements of 6G and use cases.
The key performance metrics and requirements of 6G will include the requirements of
5G technology such as reliability, latency, connection density, and energy efficiency,
in addition to new indicators and more stringent requirements as discussed in [7, 8].
For instance, it is anticipated that the new use cases in the 6G era will have latency

1IIoT requirements [3] are briefly summarized in Table 1.
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Table 1. IIoT requirements.

Requirements Description
High transmission rate Traditional communication technologies cannot sup-

port the data rate and bandwidth requirements of
future manufacturing activities. For instance, a large
amount of manufacturing data requires stable and
uninterrupted data rates of more than 25 (Mbps).

High coverage IIoT requires ubiquitous communication, which
means the communication should be available at any
point in the industrial plant. Current communication
technologies cannot pursue ubiquitous communica-
tion due to the complex production environment.

Low latency Future IIoT applications require strict communication
latency of around 1 (ms), while current technologies
meet communication latencies of about 20–100 (ms).

Large number of connections The future IIoT will face an exponential growth
of communication nodes and huge data collection
compared to the traditional manufacturing industry.

High reliability Future IIoT services will have strict communication
reliability requirements, and generally the packet
loss has to be under 1×10−12 while the latest 4th
generation (4G) of communication technologies are
not able to meet the reliability requirement of future
IIoT applications due to the poor quality of their
service systems.

High security Manufacturing data leakage results in the revealing
of corporate core secrets and also disabling the whole
production process due to malicious attacks on man-
ufacturing and equipment.

close to zero in addition to super-reliable connectivity [8]. In this regard, MTC will still
be a key enabler for the various services in the next generation of mobile networks.
MTC in 6G is divided into dependable cMTC, broadband cMTC, scalable cMTC,
globally-scalable mMTC, and zero-energy mMTC [7], which indicates the importance
of studying MTC enablers towards 6G. The main goal of URLLC discussed in the
Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) is to minimize latency down to 1 (ms) and
guarantee at least 99.999% reliability, which are essential requirements in applications
such as IIoT. However, handling different kinds of URLLC-type services, each of which
has different quality-of-service (QoS) requirements, poses critical challenges in terms
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of reliability and latency requirements in a wireless network, thus the employment
of different enablers of URLLC connectivity in the IIoT landscape is clearly needed.
Supporting the reliability and latency requirements of URLLC applications in the
upcoming networks is mandatory in order to improve the security, functionality, and
ability of the interaction between different types of communication units such as
human-to-human and human-to-machine, which creates novel business models and
applications [9]. In this regard, we first discuss a variety of enablers and solutions that
can potentially be used to handle URLLC requirements. We then shed light on the
use of cooperative diversity as an effective solution to meet the reliability and latency
requirements of URLLC applications. Cooperative diversity improves the physical
layer security besides secrecy and communication reliability by employing a node
cooperation technique [10]. Note that in a wireless broadcasting environment, channel
quality cannot be maintained effectively due to uncontrollable channel fading. In such a
context, cooperative communication combats the fading of the channel by exploiting the
diversity gain by decoding the combined signal from the direct transmission (DT) and
cooperative node(s). In a cooperative network, with the aid of one/multiple auxiliary
node(s), the reliability of the transmission to the destination is enhanced by creating
multiple paths for data transmission and exploiting user diversity [10]. Cooperative
communication has a different applicability in wireless communication networks such
as the IoT environment, where plenty of devices with different latency and reliability
requirements can communicate with each other [11]. Cooperative communications are
divided into three categories: i) fixed/adaptive cooperative relaying, ii) cooperative
jamming, and iii) joint/hybrid cooperation. In this thesis, we focus on fixed cooperative
relaying where the cooperation happens in two phases. In the first phase, the source sends
the message to all available nodes in the network, and during the second phase, the relay
node sends the message to the destination via the decode-and-forward (DF) technique.
Then, the destination decodes the combines signal from the direct transmission and
relay transmission to extract the original signal. It should be underlined that our current
scenarios are a variation of what is being discussed in standardization regarding the
packet duplication and multiple interfaces. The outcomes of this thesis are theoretical
and encompass the development of new mathematical tools that can be employed mostly
in academia. However, guidelines and performance benchmarks can also be obtained
from the outcomes of this thesis and then used by the industry.

1.1 Motivation and objectives

The motivations behind this study are:
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1. to discuss a variety of enablers and solutions that can potentially be used to handle
URLLC requirements;

2. to shed light on the use of cooperative diversity as an effective solution to meet the
reliability and latency requirements of some URLLC applications;

3. to study the impact of diversity techniques on the performance of wireless networks
in terms of reliability, latency, and energy efficiency;

4. to study the impact of resource allocation with respect to pilot and power allocation
in addition to examining resource allocation in time and frequency domains.

In a nutshell, we are dealing with the following research questions in this thesis.

Q1. Is it reasonable to improve reliability at the cost of higher latency through aux-
iliary nodes in a cooperative network compared to a point-to-point transmission network?

Cooperative networks have higher diversity gain compared to point-to-point commu-
nication networks, which result in supporting higher reliability requirements. Addi-
tionally, the latency of the communications can be reduced by limiting the cooperative
transmissions to two consecutive mini-slots in addition to using short packet transmis-
sions. In such a network, we can further decrease the latency by connecting the source to
the cloud2 in a multi-hop cooperative network. The delay in a multi-hop relay-enabled
network can be decreased via optimizing the end-to-end delay of each MTC node.
Assuming the node has a line-of-sight (LOS) component, the source is selected as the
main relay node among all available LOS candidate relays for transmitting the message
to the destination. The selected relay announces an estimation of minimum queuing
time before transferring the newly arrived message. Then the expected transmission
time from the selected relay node and the destination node is determined. Hence, the
end-to-end delay from the source to the destination is equal to the aggregation of the
minimum queuing time of selected relay and transmission time from relay to destination.
In this regard, the end-to-end delay subject to different available relays in a multi-hop
cooperative network is estimated. The node that minimizes the total delay is selected as
the potential relay node3. This technique is known as minimum-delay relaying [13].
Hence, cooperative communications meet the reliability and latency requirements of
future connectivity. For example, authors in [14] study the resource allocation for

2Note that the latency in cloud computing can be mitigated by utilizing edge computing instead. However,
limited communication and computation capacities are the main drawbacks of edge computing. Hence, the
coexistence of cloud and edge computing noticeably improves the performance of the system [12].
3We consider a single auxiliary node as the potential relay based on the minimum-delay relaying assumption
in our cooperative network to keep the latency of the multi-hop network low.
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orthogonal multiple access and relay-assisted transmission in short packet transmission
for critical-mission IoT to achieve low latency and high reliability. They show the
superiority of relay-enabled networks for URLLC in 5G mission-critical IoT networks.

Q2. How should we share the sources among training phase and data transmission to
keep latency low without sacrificing reliability? How can we attain the optimal data
transmission length with short packet transmission in a (non-) cooperative network?

We can compare the performance efficiency and resource sharing of the (non-)
cooperative communication network under two power constraint policies. We can
allocate high power to a single pilot symbol and thus save more resources for data
transmission, or consider a peak power constraint (PPC) on the pilot symbols based on
the power budget. The first method seems to be inefficient in practical systems, as the
power of a single pilot symbol may go beyond the power threshold of the system, or
we might allocate half of the total power to a single pilot in the network with a small
power budget. We can consider a PPC on top of the average power constraint (APC) and
thus spread the power budget among the pilot symbols and the data symbols in such a
way that the power threshold of the system is met. The optimal length can be attained
according to the effective signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and a power constraint factor that
determines the amount of resources allocated to the pilot symbols as a function of the
power threshold of the system.

Q3. Is it energy-efficient and optimal to work in a cooperative network with auxiliary
nodes compared to point-to-point communications?

Cooperative networks take the advantage of higher diversity gain compared to
direct transmissions; thus they support higher reliability for a given transmission
power or blocklength compared to a point-to-point communication network. Diversity
mechanisms consume less power to meet the reliability requirements and so cooperative
networks are more energy-efficient than direct communications. Additionally, coopera-
tive networks support the target reliability with lower latency due to the diversity gain
and thus require fewer channel uses for the data transmission to meet the reliability
requirement. Furthermore, the latency added by the auxiliary nodes can be limited by
connecting the source to the cloud and restricting the cooperation to two consecutive
mini-slots and using short packet transmissions.
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Q4. How can we meet higher reliability for a given coding rate and transmission
power?

The data rate and reliability of communication can be improved by higher power
consumption. However, increasing the power in practical systems is a restricting factor.
In the context of cellular networks, cooperative diversity is known as a promising tech-
nique to improve the performance of communication and meet reliability requirements
for a given coding rate and power budget. Additionally, improving the LOS noticeably
enhances the reliability in a cooperative communication network, and so the coding rate,
or in other terms, the size of the payload is not a critical concern with a given amount of
transmission power.

Q5. How can we ensure ultra-low latency and ultra-high reliability in a network with
different types of services and leveraging diversity mechanisms?

Orthogonal resource allocation in time and frequency domains results in meeting the
reliability and latency requirements of different services via diversity mechanisms. By
exploiting the diversity gain in a time or frequency domain, adjusting the transmission
power and coding rate in a cooperative network, and restricting the cooperative transmis-
sions to two transmissions from the auxiliary node to the user in addition to connecting
the source to the cloud, both reliability and latency requirements can be met.

Research questions Q1, Q2, Q3, and Q4 are discussed in Chapter 3 and research
question Q5 is discussed in Chapter 4.

1.2 Thesis scope and contributions

The primary contribution of the thesis is to study the possibility of achieving URLLC4

requirements via a cooperative relay-enabled network and short packet transmission.
The thesis is composed of five chapters. Each chapter is summarized as follows:

Chapter 1: introduces the thesis by presenting the motivations and objectives behind
this study followed by the studied research questions throughout this thesis. Then, the
thesis scope and contributions are highlighted.

Chapter 2: Literature review and proposed solutions for URLLC type-of-
services: provides an overview of the technical challenges and requirements of future

4Throughout this thesis, we will use URLLC and cMTC interchangeably; however, URLLC is the extreme
case of cMTC [15, 16, 17].
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factories, and studies the potential role and impact of 5G in future connectivity. The
chapter also comprehensively overviews the key enablers of URLLC services, research
directions, and corresponding challenges. Thereafter, it focuses on the cooperative
diversity mechanism as a key technology for supporting URLLC requirements. This
chapter studies the concept of cooperative communications, particularly in the context
of critical MTC to meet reliability and latency requirements.

Chapter 3: URLLC via cooperative diversity: reliability analysis: indicates
the necessity of having cooperative communication to meet the reliability and latency
requirements of URLLC. The superiority of cooperative communication compared to
the direct transmission in terms of reliability and latency requirements is highlighted.
The general expression for the outage probability with finite blocklength (FB) coding,
and energy efficiency analysis are provided for each studied cooperative scheme. We
examine the impact of in-band pilot overhead on a relay-enabled network subject to
APC and PPC policies. In this chapter, the general Nakagami-m fading is investigated,
and we analyse the particular case when m = 1, which corresponds to Rayleigh fading.
The studied schemes are compared in terms of outage probability and energy efficiency
under perfect channel state information (PCSI) and two distinct power constraints: i)
equal power allocation (EPA), and ii) optimal power allocation (OPA). The impact
of different parameters such as coding rate, blocklength, transmission power, fading
parameter, and channel estimation length on the performance of studied cooperative
schemes under the ultra-reliable region (URR) are highlighted.

Chapter 4: URLLC via cooperative diversity: latency analysis: investigates the
impact of exploiting diversity in time and frequency domains under a hard deadline.
In relay-enabled URLLC networks, one of the most important concerns is the frame
structure and resource allocation in order to provide a suitable trade-off between
communication reliability and latency. This study considers scheduling for a relay-
enabled network where the cooperation happens in time or frequency domains according
to the available resources and QoS requirements. In the proposed framework, the
cooperation can take place in a frequency domain if the service is time-sensitive, while
the cooperation happens in the time domain if available frequency channels are limited
for the transmission, and the service could also have a larger tolerance of delay. However,
both transmission scenarios are subjected to a transmission time window to guarantee
latency constraint of URLLC services. In particular, the probability of time underflow
(TU) where the aggregated transmission time duration is less than or equal to the time
budget is investigated, and the approximated upper bound of that within the studied
transmission scenarios is provided. The role of cooperative diversity in time and
frequency domains on the probability of TU subject to the hard deadline is highlighted.
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The probability of outage due to a high transmission rate which that channel cannot
support, and the maximum achievable reliability as a function of the time threshold
where the target probability of TU is met, are examined. The performance advantage of
cooperative diversity to single transmission (ST) in terms of reliability and latency for
URLLC services is illustrated. In contrast to Chapter 3, this study opts not to use finite
blocklength formulation, since channels undergo quasi-static fading.

Chapter 5: Conclusions and future works: This chapter concludes the thesis and
provides concluding remarks and future outlooks on relay-enabled networks for future
connectivity.

1.3 Author’s contributions

The author’s contribution during this doctoral study resulted in three conference papers
[18, 19, 20], and two journal papers [21, 22]. The technical contributions of Chapter 3
are from [18, 19, 20, 21], and Chapter 4 is based on [22].
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2 Literature review and proposed solutions for
URLLC type-of-services

In this chapter, we outline the potential role of 5G in Industry 4.0, and discuss some
important technical challenges of future connectivity in smart manufacturing. We cate-
gorize 5G use cases for the next generation of factories in terms of reliability and latency
requirements, and examine existing potential solutions to meet the aforementioned
requirements. The relevance and importance of studied enablers to IIoT applications are
clarified. In particular, we focus on the cooperative diversity technique as a potential
solution to meet URLLC requirements such as high reliability and low latency. We
examine the concept and advantage of the cooperative relaying technique in the context
of URLLC followed by explaining the research preliminaries, methods, and performance
metrics considered throughout this thesis work.

2.1 The promises of 5G in future connectivity

Early IoT applications were supported by 2nd generation (2G) and 3rd generation (3G)
connectivity while 4G provided larger bandwidth, lower latency, and greater support for
a large number of devices per cell. For instance, 4G covers a data rate of 2 (Mbps) to 1
(Gbps) and 2 to 8 (GHz) carrier frequency, while the data rate of 3G connectivity is 2
(Mbps) and its supported frequency is in the range of 1.8 to 2.5 (GHz) [23]. In contrast,
5G supports critical IoT applications by introducing URLLC for machine connectivity,
which enables 5G to go far beyond enhanced mobile broadband (eMBB) [24]. The
common vision of URLLC defined by 3GPP [25] is the capability of transmitting small
data payloads, e.g., 32 (bytes) with radio latency5 of 1 (ms) with an outage probability
smaller than 10−5. Hence, 5G is a potential solution for critical IoT applications as
is even indicated in 3GPP, Rel-15 in 2018. We should note that 5G is able to work
in a larger frequency range with greater bandwidth to support a massive number of
devices with ultra-low latency and ultra-high reliability in addition to greater throughput
compared to long-term evolution (LTE) [26]. 5G benefits from using the entirety of
its frequency bands to cover wide and local area services, thus supporting critical
IoT applications as examined in Table 2 [26]. It should be taken into consideration

5Radio latency is measured from the moment that the packet arrives at layer 2 protocol data unit to the moment
that the packet is delivered to layer 3 protocol data unit at the transmitting end and receiving end, respectively
[25].
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Table 2. 5G support for critical IoT connectivity over its entire frequency bands.

Frequency band Characteristic IoT connectivity

Low bands (sub-1 GHz)
– Extremely low latency
– Ultra-high reliability
– Wide area coverage
– Limited capacity

– Wide area use cases

Mid bands (1-6 GHz)
– Extremely low latency
– Ultra-high reliability
– Decent coverage
– Decent capacity

– Wide and local area use
cases

High bands (24-40 GHz)
– Extremely low latency
– Ultra-high reliability
– Limited coverage
– High capacity

– Local area use cases

that URLLC continues under investigation in 3GPP Rel-16 [27], as well as for future
releases.

5G is a strong candidate for the wireless connectivity in Industry 4.0 given its
support of stringent requirements such as ultra reliable and low latency communications,
as well as high data rates. In addition, 5G brings massive productivity benefits by
supporting automatic end-to-end operations and setup, and even virtual termination of
new product lines or entire factories [14]. Thus, a 5G industrial network supports high-
level automation, greater efficiency, and flexibility in production and operation chains.
Additionally, the incorporation of different technologies such as cloud computing,
machine learning (ML), and big data processing are feasible [26]. Furthermore, several
other challenges will be covered by wireless connectivity, such as:

– Current industrial networks are suitable for static manufacturing operations and any
changes in the workflow of manufacturing cause long maintenance operations.

– Different traffic flows with different quality-of-service requirements will be spread
over industrial areas with different type-of-services.

– Due to the potential to lose sensitive data, current industrial operators prefer not to
share production data with stakeholders; a measure that requires increased levels of
security in future connectivity.
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Table 3. Classification of IoT applications.

IIoT categorization Monitoring-based Control-based

Mission-critical
– Low latency
– Ultra-high reliability

– Ultra-low latency
– Ultra-high reliability

Non-mission-critical
– Moderate latency
– Moderate reliability

– Ultra-low latency
– Moderate reliability

In this regard, advanced software-based network programmability of 5G enables
these kinds of challenges to be addressed and the achievement of success in the next
generation of factories [28].

2.2 Industrial 5G use cases

There are different ways to categorize IIoT applications, but generally they are divided
into mission-critical and non-mission-critical applications, or monitoring-based and
control-oriented applications. These applications are differentiated by their reliability
and latency requirements as shown in Table 3 [29], where mission-critical IoT application
is one of the main goals of 5G. In that context, we categorize 5G use cases of URLLC
services into three clusters, as indicated in Fig. 16 [30] based on their corresponding
reliability and latency requirements [31] as follows:

1. Time-critical and reliable applications inside the factory: Use cases of this
cluster have stringent requirements as latency in the range of 0.25–10 (ms) and
99.9999999% reliability. This cluster consists of machines and robots as part of
closed and time-critical loops supporting instant optimizations, where the payload is
between 10 to 300 (bytes), device density is 0.33 to 3 (devices/m2), communication
is in the range 50 to 100 (m), and mobility is less than 30 (km/h) [32]. Some use
cases of this cluster are:

6The potential enablers of each cluster will be discussed in Section 2.4. This figure is inspired by [30], where
the authors categorize the URLLC enablers based on the reliability and latency requirements. However,
they consider that the enablers, allocated to clusters 2 and 3 in our study, can support even higher reliability
and lower latency requirements. However, we have a general categorization based on our defined clusters’
requirements.
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Fig. 1. Key enablers of URLLC type-of-devices in 5G new radio (NR) networks required to
meet the Industry 4.0 requirements.

– Motion control, which controls moving and rotating parts of the machines with a
critical latency requirement of 1 to 10 (ms), and is one of the most challenging use
cases in the industry [33].

– Control-to-control communication, which provides communications between
industrial controllers.

– Augmented reality.

2. Non-time-critical communication inside the factory: Some applications, such
as logistical processes including data collection for design and simulation for later
usage, identification/tracing of goods or objects in factory communication, and
non-real-time sensor-captured data for process optimization, are less time-critical,
although they require high reliability. Also, mobile robots capable of moving goods,
materials, and other objects, and communication between the factory staff are less
time sensitive. However, communication availability is critical in a harsh environment
to provide the required coverage.

3. Remote control: The first two clusters use local on-site communication in a particular
mill. However, the end-to-end communication between a factory and a remote worker
is via a legacy network. Here, latency is low while reliability, bandwidth, and security
are more critical. For instance, in remote access and maintenance, reliability is key to
ensuring that maintenance operations happen while relatively large delays could be
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allowed. Note that use cases of this cluster aim at improving product and/or process
quality.

The specifications of the second and third clusters with looser constraints on
latency and reliability are as follows: latency of 50 to 100 (ms), 99.9% to 99.99%
reliability, data size of 40 to 100 (bytes), 10,000 (devices/plant) device density,
communication range of 100 to 500 (m), and mobility below 5 (km/h) [32].

2.3 Technical challenges of factories of the future

Future factories encompass technical, economic, scientific, social, and political chal-
lenges. Becoming familiar with these challenges is a prerequisite for taking full
advantage of future connectivity in manufacturing. In this thesis, specifically in this
chapter, we discuss some important technical challenges such as reliability and latency,
which are relevant for the technical contributions in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, time
synchronicity, seamless integration, security, and operator models. A brief overview of
these challenges is provided as follows:

1. 5G URLLC for Industry 4.0: The general URLLC requirements were introduced by
3GPP as reliability of 99.999% for transmission of a 32-byte packet with a latency of
1 (ms). Reliability is defined as the probability of a successful transmission in a given
time window and conditions, and end-to-end latency is considered the time duration
for a successful transmission for a given amount of information. The 3GPP-defined
5G system considers a packet to be lost if it is not delivered within the maximum
latency window. We should note that industrial URLLC services have different
reliability and latency requirements under a shared network. For instance, latency in
process automation and factory automation is in the range of 10 to 100 (ms), while
motion control applications have stringent latency requirements that are even lower
than 1 (ms). Reliability also varies from 99.9% to 99.999% depending on use cases
[34]. Another relevant requirement is the service availability, a term that refers to the
percentage of time in which the targeted communication service is delivered based
on the predefined service level. The availability of industrial services is different. For
example, mobile robots require 99.9999% availability for 100 devices in a service
area smaller than 1 (km2), while process monitoring requires availability greater than
99.99% for 10,000 (devices/km2) [35].

2. Time synchronization with 5G networks: Timing may be necessary for particular
services where the devices need to synchronize and operate with time constraints.
Time synchronicity is needed for processing and data transmission under precision
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time protocol IEEE 1588v2, and having mechanisms to adapt the user equipment
(UE) time clock with the operation time and/or universal time [36].

3. Seamless integration: In current factories, time-critical services such as controllers
use wired connections, while non-critical applications work with wireless con-
nections. One of the main requirements of future factories is great reliability and
network/service availability, which can be achieved via seamless connectivity across
different technologies [31]. Future systems aim to support seamless integration with
the current wired infrastructure and so, 5G and current wired technologies can be
integrated on the same machine. The 5G network provides seamless integration
by supporting highly deterministic cyclic data communication and guaranteeing
limited latencies. Thus, seamless handover between two base stations (BS) with no
noticeable affect on the application is possible via 5G systems [34].

4. Security: is a critical concern in industrial control systems to avoid even a small
security breach. Note that the majority of the security solutions were developed for
information technology (IT) networks and are still in progress for automation systems.
The three key features of security are confidentiality, integrity, and availability.
Availability is a critical concern in factories of the future, followed by integrity
and confidentiality, while for IT networks, the complete opposite holds true [37].
Although wireless control systems improve the security of wireless systems, they are
still not able to combat any kind of security attacks such as probing-free attacks
(PFAs) due to certain broadcasting features of wireless networks and as such, wireless
connections are not as secure as wired ones. A potential solution to these kinds of
attacks is based on combining the channel state information (CSI) of physical layer
authentication with machine learning algorithms. The theoretical feasibility of this
technique is proven by simulation in industrial environments [38].

5. Operator models: Private mobile network services for factories are novel use cases.
The benefits of having private networks are high QoS guarantees, which are harder
to meet via a public mobile network, devoted security credentials, isolation due to
security, privacy and safety requirements, and accountability to clarify responsibilities
such as maintenance and operation. Note that service continuity across and between
private factory networks and public land mobile networks is needed for some
industrial use cases, so the security credentials and public network agreement for the
corresponding user services are needed [37].
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2.4 Overview of key enablers of industrial URLLC use cases

We should note that there is a noticeable gap between industrial automation requirements
in 3GPP [39] and the target requirements of URLLC [40] in 5G. Hence, due to the
tighter constraints of industrial automation applications, it is very important to consider
the advancements of 5G in terms of implementation and standardization, since URLLC
is a key building block of IIoT. Accordingly, key enablers of URLLC summarized in
Table 5 are discussed in more detail in the following subsections.

2.4.1 Network slicing and packet scheduling

Network slicing technology converts the network into logically isolated virtual sub-
networks by means of software-defined networking (SDN) and network functions
virtualization (NFV) [41]. This technology enables the network to handle different types
of services such as eMBB, mMTC, and URLLC operating in a shared network and to
meet various services’ requirements, in addition to having lower configuration overheads
and expenses while achieving the target performances. Hence, it is compatible with
clusters 1 and 2 discussed in Section 2.2. Based on 3GPP, each element of the 5G UE is
able to handle eight slices. This is specifically true in the case of several logical networks
bearing different kinds of data [26]. The major benefits of network slicing [42] are:

– Depending on the number of users in the network, a network slice is able to expand or
decrease in size.

– The security and reliability in each slice improves as the structure of each slice is
independent of others and does not have any influence on each other.

– Physical network resources can be optimally allocated and utilized based on the
device type requirements in a network slice.

– Higher performance due to the virtual networks compared to a one-size-fits-all
approach.

However, there are also some challenges to be addressed. For instance, the com-
plexity of the network increases via slicing procedure, since each slice acts as an
independent and real network. Thus, isolation among network slices significantly affects
the capability and service quality of each slice. Isolation among the slices is a key
challenge in network slicing technology, since a desirable slice isolation guarantees
that the operation of each slice is independent of the others, and so the performance of
slices is not affected by the deficiency and security attack on each other [42]. Moreover,
security is a critical concern in any shared structure due to the resource sharing among
different types of services, where each service and application requires a specific
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security level. Slicing security is important for avoiding a security breach from one
slice to other slices or even to the common underlying substrate [43]. Resource sharing
and management is not an easy task in infrastructure virtualization. Preallocation of
resources to the slices enables slice isolation; although radio resources may be wasted.
One solution to this issue is dynamic resource allocation among slices according to the
fluctuations of their service load, which is an efficient resource allocation technique [44].
We should note that although resource sharing is beneficial in such an infrastructure,
we should consider challenges such as slice isolation, computational resource sharing,
and radio scheduling challenges [42]. On the other hand, management of the slices
should be dynamically implemented and network management should be flexible to
allow the slices to enhance the efficiency of services without raising network security
risks [42]. Network slicing should be compatible with conventional technologies (i.e.,
broadband transmissions and mobile cloud engineering) and so radio devices and their
corresponding controllers could be directly connected, in addition to providing extra
network slices in the upcoming wireless networks.

Furthermore, scheduling improves reliability by enabling multiple transmission
of the same data, thus increasing the possibility of successful reception of the data
at the destination for a given time window. In such a network, only one network
node communicates in a given time under the scheduling framework, which improves
wireless network reliability. However, the importance of timing in IIoT applications has
led to challenges in scheduling processes. Motivated by mission-critical and latency
constraint applications of future connectivity, the concept of packet scheduling under a
hard deadline in latency constraint services has recently gained a lot of attention. For
example, scheduling of URLLC short packets is examined in [45]. The authors aim to
find a subset of URLLC users that can be scheduled simultaneously under two distinct
models: i) the standard continuous SNR, and ii) the binary SNR model. The authors
prove that finding a set of URLLC users is feasible via scheduling in polynomial time,
which is based on designing an efficient heuristic algorithm for the general continuous
SNR model while solving a linear program for a binary SNR model. Furthermore, a
scheduling policy to schedule multiple data flows with strict deadlines is proposed in
[46]. The authors provide an expression for the probability of a packet to miss its random
deadline. More importantly, they derive the ratio of the average number of packets
missing their corresponding deadline to the average number of packets generated by all
flows per frame. The authors of [47] propose different scheduling techniques under the
hard deadline and evaluate their corresponding deadline outage probabilities, which
indicate both channel decoding errors and violation of the hard deadline. The authors
indicate the necessity of having a smart scheduling policy to combine time-division and
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concatenate-and-code to decrease the deadline outage probability. Moreover, packet
scheduling and outage probability under the hard deadline over an erasure broadcast
channel is examined in [48]. The authors propose a scheduling policy that minimizes
the global deadline outage probability (which refers to the probability that at least one of
the receivers has not met the hard communication deadline) if the channel erasures are
known prior to transmission under the assumption of serving the user with the earliest
deadline first. The authors provide the global outage probability in a closed form, which
indicates the trade-off between the arrival rate, the hard deadlines, and the probability of
meeting the corresponding deadlines. Additionally, the outage probability of a multi-user,
variable-rate downlink periodic communications system for industrial applications with
hard deadlines is examined in [49]. The authors examine two sources of outage in the
system: i) a transmission error caused by a high transmission rate that the channel
cannot support, and ii) time overflow where the aggregated transmission time duration
exceeds the downlink time budget. The authors provide the probability of transmission
error and time overflow in a closed form besides the upper and lower bounds on the
probability of time overflow. They also propose a rate-adaptation technique to eliminate
the time overflow.

2.4.2 Network intelligence

• Fog and mobile edge computing (MEC): Cloud computing allows utility comput-
ing and delivery of on-demand computing services with minimum interaction with the
provider, and simplifies operations with no precise dimensioning. The shortcomings of
cloud computing, such as latency, bandwidth, cost, and availability of the connection,
are related to the communication between the data center and the end user. The
solution for addressing these kinds of issues is known with different terms such as
Fog computing, mobile cloud, edge computing, and mainly as Fog and mobile edge
computing [4]. In order to take full advantage of IIoT in future wireless networks, data
is required to be processed locally due to the fast response and operational necessities
to meet latency constraints in the time-critical applications studied in Section 2.2.
Since classic cloud computing has high latency, low capacity and low reliability, a
Fog can be considered an auxiliary node due to the ability of quick operation and the
processing of particular tasks locally in future factories. Fog computing segregates
the generated data from an IIoT application and takes only the required data in order
to speed up calculations, while using the bandwidth more efficiently by reducing
the volume of transmitted information to the cloud for data processing and saving,
and improving the efficiency due to security, efficiency, and compliance purposes
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[50]. Fog computing as a distributed computing infrastructure takes advantage of
either one or a variety of cooperating end-user clients or edge devices, thus enabling it
to achieve considerable storage space, and aiming to provide low and predictable
latency7 by creating an extremely virtualized computation model and bringing the
storage and networking services down to the end devices to ensure secure and efficient
IIoT applications while the latency constraint is met [50]. The essential impacts
and benefits of Fog computing are better functionality, management, cost-effective
maintenance, productivity improvement, less human failure, minimizing human
health risks, better maintenance quality, and finally higher customer satisfaction [50]
by taking responsibility for

– Real-time big data mining for industrial environments with strict QoS.
– Collecting the required information simultaneously from various types of devices

such as robots, sensors, and machines.
– Urgent data processing for a quick response to robots and actuators, and providing

the connection among compatible machines and sensors via suitable mapping
protocols.

– Power management control, and separating data to avoid transferring dispensable
data to the remote data center-cloud.

Moreover, like any other newly introduced technology, Fog also faces obstacles
and challenges in its implementation. As sensitive data is collected by the Fog
nodes rather than the remote data center, there is a risk of private data leakage in the
network. Thus, particular encryption techniques should be deployed to improve the
privacy of the collected data. Also, an intrusion detection system is necessary since
each device in the network uses different addresses for authentication at different
gateways, and consequently the stored information in a Fog node may be attacked by
a malicious user with a fake address. Moreover, as a suitable network management
control (such as the one provided by SDN and NFV techniques) for controlling the
network, Fog nodes and connections among them becomes necessary due to their
operating via a heterogeneous network. Note that in order to be able to use Fog
computing properties to their fullest, we should minimize the service delay for IoT
nodes. In this regard, the authors of [52] propose a delay minimizing policy that
employs Fog-to-Fog communication to share the load and reduce service delay. In a
nutshell, Fog computing is a potential enabler in Industry 4.0 due to its mobility,

7Note that the delay of full/partial offloading for Fog computing includes the sum of the transmission time to
the Fog node, computational time of the task, waiting time for the task to be completed, and the reception time
at an IIoT node [51].
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timely-manner functionality, low latency and heterogeneity, which enables it to handle
the flood of data generated at the edge of the network.

• On-device machine learning at the edge: Since cloud-centric data processing mech-
anisms are not able to meet the requirements of IoT applications in the presence
of a huge number of IoT devices, edge computing comes into the picture due to a
lack of computation and communication capacity in the cloud. Thus, the IoT data
processing is performed at the edge and connected devices are transformed into
intelligent devices. By employing edge computing technology, data processing is
performed at the edge of the IoT near the location of collected data [53, 54]. ML is a
promising solution for IoT applications that provides information inference, data
processing, and intelligence for IoT applications and facilitates big-data processing
from cloud down to the things that is known as edge ML [55]. In a smart factory, ML
is used to improve the maintenance management, quality assurance, scheduling, etc.
by providing the application service to the user [55]. The conventional ML method
performs the classification and inference through the data of a single centralized
node with the capability of having access to the global data, in addition to having a
huge volume of storage and computing capacity that is not compatible with URLLC
requirements. Thus, a new solution consisting of a number of interconnected nodes
storing the training data in a distributed fashion in order to perform the optimization
collectively is needed under a scalable and distributed ML framework, which is
known as on-device ML8 or artificial intelligence-on-edge [30].

2.4.3 Massive multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO)

Massive MIMO technology, also known as large-scale antenna systems, will be another
key enabler for 5G services. Massive MIMO uses many transmit and receive antennas
over active terminals to spatially separate users and exploit the additional degrees
of freedom [56]. Massive MIMO with the help of digital processing, time division
duplexing and reciprocity of propagation, covers wide areas, improves the conventional
beamforming techniques, enables large-scale utilization of low-cost and low-power
components, decreases the delay, enhances the reliability, and so on. In addition to
the aforementioned benefits of massive MIMO, there are still some challenges to be
addressed prior to practical implementation. Several works, such as [57, 58, 59], are
dedicated to massive MIMO as an enabler of the next generation of wireless networks.
The authors of [57] propose a solution based on massive MIMO as a potential enabler of
5G to address the reliability and latency requirements of the upcoming networks by

8Note that the learning mechanism is based on federated learning.
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enhancing the reliability of symbol detection where the channel knowledge is inaccurate.
A beamforming design suitable for URLLC under both imperfect instantaneous CSI
and the channel structure is examined in [58]. Moreover, the authors of the [59] study
millimeter wave (mmWave) enabled massive MIMO networks to ensure URLLC
requirements.

2.4.4 Random access (RA) and channel enhancement

An uplink connection between any cellular device and a BS is possible through RA
procedures. The RA schemes are categorized into grant-based and grant-free RA
protocols. Under grant-based RA, the particular resources are allocated to the cellular
users by BS in order to send RA requests, while in grant-free RA the users need
to compete for resources [60]. With the increasing number of connected physical
objects/devices to the Internet, handling the signaling overhead becomes a critical
challenge under the conventional grant-based RA protocols, so grant-based access is
not able to support latency and overhead requirements [61]. For instance, grant-based
RA is unable to provide URLLC connectivity over a large number of UEs [62]. In this
context, MIMO is a promising technique due to its ability to overcome the challenge
of resource scarcity, in addition to supporting massive connectivity in the upcoming
wireless networks [56]. However, grant-based RA is not compatible with MIMO
technology since there would be a loss of resource utilization in comparison to data
channel utilization in massive MIMO, in addition to having a long latency prior to data
transmission with short packets [62]. Therefore, grant-free RA with massive MIMO has
gained a great deal of attention in recent years. In grant-free RA, a more robust RA
scheme is configured where device data is instantly forwarded to the preconfigured
physical resources with no reservation phase to wait for the radio resources to be
granted to them from the BS [63]. Hence, there could be more transmissions in a
time slot as of the grant-based scenarios. Moreover, the problem of long tolerance for
latency and signaling overhead can be addressed by grant-free RA, which may very
well be compatible with URLLC services [62]. However, due to the lack of a collision
resolution procedure in grant-free RA, the RA layout has to be flexible towards the
growing number of UEs that require access to the channel at the same time. Thus,
the non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) technique enlarges RA resources and
decreases the collision coming from the larger number of UEs. Note that channel
estimation, multi-user detection, and synchronization all in one transmission slot are
mandatory for taking full advantage of grant-free RA [63]. Moreover, meeting the
reliability requirements for both data and control channels is needed to enable URLLC,
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since communication efficiency is affected by the performance of both data and control
channels. The conventional approach to designing control channels is not applicable
in future URLLC connectivity due to the high diversity of requirements in different
services. In this sphere, the authors of [64] propose some enhancement models that allow
for the relaxation of the stringent reliability requirements of control information, which
will be applicable in the development of 5G systems to enable URLLC type-of-services.

2.4.5 Transmission time interval (TTI) and HARQ roundtrip time (RTT)

A natural way to satisfy URLLC requirements is to decrease the latency by i) reducing
the RTT of the HARQ (hybrid automatic repeat request) mechanism to benefit from
having a high enough number of retransmissions in a smaller time duration to meet
the reliability target under the hard deadline, ii) reducing the TTI by employing
fewer orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) symbols in each TTI (i.e.,
from 1 (ms) in the LTE system to 0.125 (ms) in 5G NR). However, fewer resources
would be available for data transmission of other URLLC services9, and iii) using
broader subcarrier spacing to diminish the symbol duration of the OFDM. However, the
queuing delay increases due to the less available frequency-domain resource blocks
[30]. Therefore, we should take the drawbacks of the aforementioned techniques into
account to achieve optimal TTI and RTT for URLLC. Meanwhile, the authors of [65]
examine the delay in HARQ retransmissions and inaccurate link adaption, and provide
solutions to address these issues and support URLLC in cellular networks. Additionally,
a power allocation strategy for the chase combining HARQ to enable ultra-reliable
communication (URC) is provided in [66]. The authors of [67] propose a solution based
on an opportunistic spectrum-sharing scheme that applies automatic repeat request
(ARQ) protocol to achieve ultra reliability in the FB regime. It should be pointed out that
URC is feasible via efficient FB coding. In the past few years, several works have studied
different aspects of FB coding, since the majority of the theoretical results assume
infinite blocklength (IFB). For instance, the authors of [68] illustrate the possibility
of URC through a rate allocation strategy in downlink cellular networks with short
packets. Additionally, the performance of ultra-reliable transmissions as a function
of the optimum number of channel uses for the wireless energy transfer scenario is
studied in [69]; while a power control protocol for the energy accumulation scenario
with FB coding is proposed in [70]. The authors of [71], consider FB coding to model
the relationship between transmission rate, latency, and reliability in a joint uplink and

9We can address this issue with grant-free RA schemes in uplink transmissions while in downlink, we have to
consider longer TTI in dense networks to address the non-negligible queuing latencies.
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downlink transmission network to attain URLLC in a two-hop wireless network. In
addition, a downlink NOMA system working in a FB regime is studied in [72] from the
power allocation perspective in order to maximize energy efficiency and minimize the
use of resource blocks to meet the URLLC requirements.

2.4.6 Diversity sources

URLLC is possible via providing the time, frequency, and/or spatial diversities. However,
the time diversity technique may not be a suitable solution for URLLC systems having a
target latency smaller than the channel coherence time, while the number of users may
not be scalable with frequency diversity. Hence, spatial diversity becomes a potential
candidate solution for enabling URLLC. Spatial diversity through multiple receive and/or
transmit antennas has received a great deal of interest from the research community
for more than a decade. However, the provided analyses and results have focused on
scenarios where the latency and reliability are not subject to very stringent constraints as
foreseen for future Industry 4.0 use cases. Only recently, such requirements have been
addressed seriously and massive MIMO technology has appeared as a strong URLLC-
enabling spatial diversity candidate, as highlighted in subsection 2.4.3. In addition,
multi-connectivity, where devices receive messages from several sources, is another
spatial diversity technique under consideration for enabling URLLC [30, 73]. However,
we should take additional communication latency into consideration, due to the extra
communication links to meet the target for reliability, and communication imperfections
such as synchronization. Note that multi-connectivity paths can be differentiated by
using various type of diversity. For instance, spatial diversity can be exploited by
either using multiple nodes located at different locations and providing cooperative
communication, or using multiple antennas. The location of cooperative nodes can be
either inter-site or intra-site [74]. It should be pointed out that inter-site cooperative
nodes belonging to one entity can act as access nodes, i.e., BS and access point (AP) in
cellular and Wi-Fi networks, respectively. On the other hand, the multi-connectivity can
be set to both single and multiple hops. In the multi-hop setting, the source sends the
message to multiple cooperative nodes via multiple paths, and then the message transfers
to the destination via the collaborative node(s). Thus, the higher degrees of freedom
attained while routing and scheduling become important approaches in such a network
[74]. Moreover, one of the advantages of multi-connectivity is its compatibility with the
cloud radio access network (CRAN) framework in order to reduce the latency generated
by the auxiliary collaborative nodes. In such a framework, the collected signals from
several nodes, namely APs, relays, or remote radio heads (RRH), can be processed by a
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centralized processor that operates in the baseband [73]. Additionally, the latency issue
can be mitigated even more by restricting the cooperation to two consecutive mini-slots
and using short packet transmissions.

2.5 Cooperative relay network: an overview

2.5.1 Advantages of cooperative relaying

The efficiency of wireless networks depends on the advancements of new wireless
technologies and architectures such as ad hoc and mesh wireless architectures. The
traditional cooperative relay network is employed to implement the interaction between
the wireless terminals or terminals and the BS in a cell. As indicated in Fig. 2, an
intermediate node collaborates with the source to transfer the message to the destination
and improves the data transfer. Relay nodes provide both better network connectivity
and energy efficiency. The energy efficiency of a communication system depends on the
communication distance between the source and destination nodes and the amount
of transmitted or received data. Thus, the wireless system requires more power to
provide reliable communication whenever the source and destination nodes are out of
communication range [75]. In such a network, the relaying technique comes into the
picture as the relay nodes

– Decrease the communication distance between the source and destination and improve
the energy efficiency of the system.

– Increase the coverage area of nodes and spectral utilization.
– Provide spatial diversity as MIMO10.
– Reduce the transmission power consumption.
– Alleviate the wireless fading from multi-path propagation, path loss, and shadowing.
– Improve the throughput and the overall QoS of the system.
– Enhance the reliability of communication due to additional communication link(s).
– Decrease the system outage probability.

Note that cooperative relay networks are generally categorized into two main relaying
networks: i) a traditional relay network, where relay nodes only forward the message,
and ii) relay nodes that receive and forward the message in addition to generating their
own message; thus, every node can act as a source and/or a relay node [75]. Different
kinds of relaying techniques are studied in the following subsection.

10Note that MIMO systems are not compatible with low-powered wireless systems, since the establishment of
the multiple antennas in small-sized wireless sensor nodes is practically not feasible [75].
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Fig. 2. Illustration of a simple cooperative network. Source broadcasts the information
to both relay and destination, and the destination can receive data through multi-access
scenario.

2.5.2 Taxonomy of relaying

Different kinds of relaying techniques are categorized as fixed, adaptive, or feedback
relaying. In the fixed relaying technique, the relay node is always in active mode and
forwards the message to the destination via DF relaying, amplify-and-forward (AF)
relaying, or coded-and-forward (CF) relaying. In adaptive relaying, the relay becomes
activated only if needed based on a predefined threshold rule; otherwise it stays silent.
Selective DF (SDF) and incremental relaying are categorized under the adaptive relaying
mechanism, whereas in feedback relaying the cooperation happens if the destination
requests [75]. The aforementioned cooperative relaying schemes are discussed in more
detail in the following subsections11.

Amplify-and-forward relaying

The AF relaying scheme is referred to as non-regenerative relaying. The relay node
amplifies the message signal received from the source and transmits the amplified signal
toward the destination. This relaying scheme has a simpler relaying mechanism and
achieves spatial diversity at a lower computation cost and shorter communication delay.
However, the main drawback of AF relaying is that it also amplifies the noise along

11A summary of the cooperative relaying schemes is provided in Table 4.
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with the signal, and the noise components are aggregated, hop by hop. Hence, the
overall QoS of the network reduces, especially in the low SNR regime [76]. Therefore,
throughout this thesis we have focused on DF-based relaying schemes12.

Coded-and-forward relaying

CF relaying is also known as the compressed-and-forward relaying technique, where the
destination receives a compressed version of the signal from the relay node, in addition
to the source transmission. The compression procedure is performed with the aid of
the Wyner-Ziv code, which differs from the decoding and encoding procedure in DF
relaying. The destination retrieves the original message from the correlated signal from
the source and relay nodes13 [75, 79].

Decode-and-forward relaying

DF relaying, known as regenerative relaying, decodes the received message at the
relay node and re-encodes the message before transmitting it to its destination. The
relaying procedure can be divided into two phases in order to ensure the reliability of
communication via DF relaying. First, the signal at the relay node is demodulated and
the noise combined with the received message is eliminated. Next, the encoding is done
on the modulated signal prior to transferring the signal to the destination [80]. In order
to develop the performance and reduce the latency of the DF relaying, we can utilize an
enhanced version of DF, called lossy DF, where the decoded and re-encoded message at
the relay is always transferred to the destination. In such a network, the communication
mechanism at the relay node becomes simpler by removing the error-detecting codes
such as a cyclic redundancy check. Additionally, the performance with regard to
the outage probability improves due to lower power consumption at the source in
comparison to the common DF relaying [76].

Selective DF relaying

In this scheme, the relay sends the message to the destination if it decodes the received
message from the source correctly. Otherwise, it stays silent and does not transfer the
message to the destination. This decreases the impact of noise amplification and solves
the drawback of AF relaying [11, 81].

12Notice that overall, AF relaying underperforms compared to other relaying alternatives, e.g., [77] where
authors compare the performance AF and DF variants in NOMA-based cooperative networks.
13Note that we have not analyzed the CF scheme in the thesis due to the complexity of implementation,
particularly in the finite block length regime, as discussed in [78].
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Table 4. Comparing the merits and demerits of relaying techniques.

Relaying technique Merits Demerits

AF
– No decoding is needed – Amplifies residual noise

– Reduces the QoS of the
system

CF
– Lower data load by

compressing process
– Direct transmission

between source and
destination is needed

– Higher computational cost

DF
– Eliminates noise – Computational delay

SDF
– Relaying only the errorless

message
– Eliminates noise

– Increased delay

Incremental
– Enhances spectral

efficiency
– Higher signaling effort
– Higher system complexity

Incremental relaying

This is an adaptive relaying technique that relies on a feedback system. In such a
network, the destination sends feedback to the sender for retransmission only if an error
is detected in the received message; otherwise, the source continues with the next frame.
The relay retransmits the message if it was able to decode the source message. Thus, the
relay rarely repeats the message, which results in better utilization of the degree of
freedom and enhances spectral efficiency over fixed and selection relaying [82].

2.5.3 Resource allocation and relay selection

One of the most critical issues in energy constraint-cooperative networks is the strategy
of resource allocation to efficiently utilize the limited available resources and achieve
an efficient cooperative network. Thus, resource allocation refers to an optimization
problem to achieve the best performance, subject to the available resources. For example,
the resource allocation in a relay network is divided into optimal resource allocation
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and equal resource allocation. Optimal resource allocation can be done based on the
bandwidth [83], time [84], and power [85]. Note that to utilize the limited resources and
enhance the system performance efficiently, the joint optimization of the resources, such
as joint power and time allocation, can be considered [86].

In addition to resource allocation, relay selection in a cooperative relay system can
maximize spatial diversity usage and enhance spectral efficiency at a low implementation
complexity [87]. The performance of relay nodes for the selection procedure can
be compared based on SNR, channel state information, and bit error rate. The relay
selection procedure can generally be categorized [88] as follows:

Opportunistic relay selection

– Measurement-based relay selection: This opportunistic selection technique depends
on the local measurements of instantaneous channel conditions where the information
on topology is not needed. The best relay is selected among N available devices based
on 2N channel state estimation.

– Performance-based relay selection: The most suitable relay is selected based on
performance criteria such as energy efficiency, delay, etc.

– Threshold-based relay selection: The selection procedure is opportunistic or
cooperative, based on a predefined threshold. Thus, the channel overhead estimation
and the number of competing relay nodes in such a network decrease.

– Adaptive relay selection: This selection approach proposes relay selection only if
relay cooperation is required in the system. The channel variations may improve the
source-destination (SD) communication reliability; thus the cooperation of the relay
node is unnecessary.

Random relay selection

All the available relay nodes have an equal probability for selection. The channel
condition and energy of the nodes have no impact on the selection procedure.

In this thesis, we consider a dual-hop DF (DHDF) relaying working with a single
relay14 in order to prevent longer delays or the need to synchronize users, relays, and
BSs. Due to URC requirements and low latency requirements, these constraints may not
be feasible with more complex repetition schemes. On the other hand, relay nodes can
be preassigned and would be available for cooperation when a URC user needs to send a
packet via the uplink. However, incremental redundancy could improve performance,

14Assumed to be the best relay selected based on a range of performance criteria.
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but would require more complex coding. Space-time incremental redundancy requires
synchronization among nodes. Moreover, incremental solutions require feedback, which
reduces reliability and increases latency.

2.5.4 Combining schemes

The performance of the wireless communication system can be noticeably improved by
taking advantage of combining techniques at the destination without increasing the
transmission power. Two standard combining techniques are selection combining (SC)
and maximum ratio combining (MRC). The SC technique selects the communication link
with maximum SNR, leading to a more straightforward receiver structure and a cheaper
implementation. Additionally, constant estimates of the channel state information are
unnecessary, resulting in lower power consumption at the destination, while MRC
requires some or all information regarding the received signal’s channel state, such as
delay, phase, and fading amplitude, which increases the complexity [89].

2.5.5 Related works on cooperative diversity for URLLC

During the last few years, the efficiency of cooperative networks has been investigated
in several system and channel models. Cooperative diversity, which is known as a
special form of spatial diversity, is one of the potential enablers of URLLC for industrial
applications. A comprehensive summary of performance advantage of relaying over
the DT in the context of 5G URLLC is provided in [90]. The authors address the
main technical challenges on the system design of relay-enabled URLLC systems.
Additionally, the authors indicate the superiority of relay-enabled networks over DT
in both noise-limited and interference-limited scenarios with a NOMA strategy. The
challenges and research directions of cooperative communication, particularly in
machine-to-machine (M2M), is examined in more detail in [91]. The authors study the
advantages and disadvantages of fixed and adaptive relaying techniques, and clarify the
advantage of using relays in cooperative communications. Furthermore, the practical
feasibility of URLLC using the best relay selection mechanism is examined in [92].
The authors indicate that the cooperative networks require less transmission resources
to meet the target reliability compared to the systems working exclusively on time
diversity. Moreover, the authors in [93] consider incremental relaying with short packet
transmission to improve transmission efficiency and reception reliability. The authors
study the impact of incremental relaying on the reduction of communication latency and
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indicate the superiority of the proposed incremental relaying scheme over both direct and
conventional relaying transmissions. The authors illustrate that the proposed increment
relaying scheme can achieve the best average throughput in the low-to-medium power
ratio. The feasibility of URLLC in DF relay-enabled network with short packets via
half duplex relaying (HDR) and full duplex relaying (FDR) is examined in [94]. The
authors illustrate that FDR15 is more appealing to the systems with relatively lower
transmission power constraints, less stringent block error rate requirement, and stronger
loop interference mitigation.

Moreover, the performance of a DF relay along with SC strategy at the receiver
and short packet communications is examined in [96]. The authors consider a DL
transmission with two NOMA users and apply the cooperative relaying technique with
short packet communications to guarantee high reliability and low latency, particularly in
low SNR scenarios. The authors indicate that a combination of NOMA and cooperative
relaying with short packet transmission provides the same performance as a conventional
NOMA in high SNRs. At the same time, it enhances the performance in low SNRs.
Additionally, a relay-enabled network with MRC at the destination is studied in [97].
The authors investigate the quantification of reliability and latency subject to outdated
CSI with a finite pilot length and MRC deployment. The effectiveness of the relay-
enabled network with MRC in improving the system’s practicality and the capability of
combating fading are highlighted. They illustrate that in such a network, reliability
and latency are intermingled and rely on different factors. For example, latency is
inversely proportional to the blocklength error probability and increasing the blocklength
increases the possibility of successful transmission. Additionally, a higher payload
enhances the coding rate, which is beneficial to communication. However, it creates
a reliability-latency trade-off in the transmission system. Moreover, cooperation
mechanisms and the time division multiple access16 to increase the reliability of the

15Please note that full duplex (FD) communications suffer from self-interference and uplink-to-downlink
interference, such as co-channel interference. Thus, it requires more sophisticated and advanced interference
cancellation techniques, joint optimization of resource allocation, and decoding error probability to enable
FDR for URLLC systems. We opt to focus on HDR, since FDR requires additional complexity either at the
user or base station. In addition, URLLC development emerged from industrial requirements, and despite the
advantages of FDR, FD transceivers are not being discussed by standardization for URLLC. Therefore, we
focused on HDR, which has a more practical and direct application in 5G. Additionally, authors in [95] study
DF relaying with half duplex (HD) and FD in a NOMA-based coordinated direct and relay transmission
network. The authors illustrate that HD relaying outperforms FD relaying at a high SNR regime. However,
the opposite holds at low SNR, which indicates the importance of employing HD communication in future
wireless networks.
16Well-suited for conventional industrial environment with periodic, small-sized data traffic and provides
determinism [98].
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data transmissions are studied in [98]. The authors improve URLLC communication
reliability by transferring a message multiple times from different stations, where any
station in the range of communication cells may act as a relay. This network structure
is suitable for heterogeneous devices and covers many requirements. Furthermore, a
relay-enabled two-phase communication for smart factory is examined in [99]. The
authors aim to enable URLLC by jointly optimizing the relay selection, resource block
allocation, and transmission power allocation. Additionally, the authors highlight the
impact of different parameters, such as the number and location of relays and reliability
on the overall power consumption, which shed light on the upcoming relay-enabled
URLLC research directions.

The reliability performance of multi-terminal wireless industrial systems working
with finite blocklength coding and cooperative diversity is investigated in [100]. The
authors illustrate the performance improvement with two-hop cooperative diversity
compared to a point-to-point transmission due to a higher diversity gain. Addition-
ally, the cooperative communications significantly enhance the performance of the
communication, even if the system load and the overheads increase for a fixed overall
frame duration. More importantly, they show that URLLC requirements can be met
via cooperative diversity in a realistic propagation environment that is applicable for
industrial services.

Table 5. Key enablers of industrial 5G use cases, corresponding features and relevance to
the IIoT.

Enabler Feature Relevance to IIoT
Network slicing [42, 43, 44] Adjustable size according to

the number of users, im-
proves network robustness
due to the independent vir-
tual sub-networks, secure and
stable operations, less config-
uration overheads, and better
resource allocation on top of
a shared infrastructure.

Provides a flexible and com-
mon structure to handle net-
work complexity in an IIoT
network by generating log-
ically isolated virtual sub-
networks.

Continued on next page.
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Table 5 – continued from previous page.
Enabler Feature Relevance to IIoT

Packet scheduling [45, 46,
47, 48, 49]

Receiving multiple copy of
the same message under a
time budget through a net-
work node.

Increases the communication
reliability in a given time
window in ultra-reliable and
time-sensitive services by en-
abling scheduling of multiple
data flows with strict dead-
lines.

Fog and MEC [50] User-centric service, network
scalability, power manage-
ment control, simultaneous
data collection from differ-
ent types of devices, mobility
support, location awareness,
improves the QoS, and saves
communication bandwidth.

Intermediate layer between
the IIoT network and the
cloud that offers quick oper-
ation of particular tasks lo-
cally in IIoT applications. A
promising solution capable
of supporting a large amount
of time-critical data gener-
ated by IIoT services in fu-
ture factories.

On-device ML [30, 55] Brings the intelligence down
to things, provides informa-
tion inferences, predicts fail-
ure and maintenance issues,
handles big data processing
on-device, improves schedul-
ing, and has a scalable and
distributed framework.

Improves maintenance man-
agement et al., reduces the
downtime and corresponding
costs, predicts supply chain
requirements and enhances
business productivity, et al.
by providing the application
service to the user in an IIoT
environment.

Continued on next page.
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Table 5 – continued from previous page.
Enabler Feature Relevance to IIoT

Massive MIMO [56] Improves network coverage,
beamforming, energy effi-
ciency, data rate and link reli-
ability, reduces latency, and
a remarkable performance
gain compared to the enor-
mous conventional small-cell
framework.

Capable of addressing the
resource scarcity, and trans-
mitting signals to multiple
single-antenna IoT devices
from a single data center, en-
ables huge connectivity in fu-
ture factories, and plays a sig-
nificant role as a core technol-
ogy in the IIoT environment.

Grant-free RA [63] Robust random access
scheme, no request-grant
procedure and reservation
phase, lower latency in
delay-intolerant services, and
less overhead in sporadic
traffic.

Avoids signalling overhead
and minimizes the access la-
tency generated by request-
followed-by-grant procedure,
which may very well be com-
patible with URLLC services
in IIoT networks.

Channel enhancement [64] Better efficiency of both data
and control channels.

Relaxing the critical reliabil-
ity requirements of control in-
formation to enable URLLC
connectivity.

TTI and HARQ RTT [65, 66,
67]

Higher throughput and lower
latency at low system load,
and more control overhead
at high system load due to
the non-negligible generated
queuing delay.

Meeting URLLC require-
ments of IIoT services
through shorter TTI and
HARQ roundtrip time.
However, the TTI length
should be adjusted with
respect to the system load.

Continued on next page.
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Table 5 – continued from previous page.
Enabler Feature Relevance to IIoT

Diversity sources [21, 30, 73,
101]

Higher average SNR without
additional bandwidth utiliza-
tion, additional array gain,
higher reliability, and lower
latency.

URLLC requirements in IIoT
can be met by exploiting the
spatial diversity via multi-
ple receive and/or transmit
antennas, multi-connectivity,
and finite blocklength coding
techniques.

2.6 Research methodologies

In this section, we clarify the utilized methods in the technical chapters followed by the
preliminary to the theoretical foundations of this thesis.

2.6.1 Methods and preliminaries

Providing a general structure for future cMTC systems requires comprehensive the-
oretical tools, which requires background in the field of statistics, communication,
and information theories and optimization theory. The main theoretical foundations
are based on a relay-enabled network subject to i) finite blocklength, and ii) infinite
blocklength information theory. The critical concern with infinite blocklength coding is
that the coding rate does not depend on blocklength and error probability and as such,
we are not able to characterize the trade-off between the coding rate, blocklength, and
error probability in practical systems. Thus, in Chapter 3 we consider finite blocklength
coding, which clearly indicates the relationship between error probability, blocklength,
and coding rate while we opt not to use finite blocklength formulation in Chapter 4,
since we are assuming quasi-static fading; however, we assume packets are large enough
to work under the finite blocklengh regime. The intuition behind using short packet
transmission throughout this thesis is clarified in the following subsection.
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Fig. 3. General structure of the packet with nd channel uses for the data transmission and np

channel uses for the channel estimation phase.

Short packet transmission

One of the primary assumptions with URLLC is the transmission of small payloads
corresponding to short packet transmissions and such finite blocklength coding17

(discussed in Section 3.1.2.1) where the transmission error probability is no longer
arbitrarily small. On the other hand, one of the major requirements of URLLC is
an extremely low error probability under a very demanding latency budget, where
retransmissions are not always available. Thus, the use of short packet transmissions and
new robust channel codes for URLLC come into the picture. By short packets, we mean
a small number of degrees of freedom n (channel uses) needed for the transmission of the
payload. Note that a packet carries information bits along with the control information
bits (metadata) needed for the accurate performance of the wireless protocols. Hence,
a packet involves k information bits and auxiliary bits ko made up of metadata from
the media-access-control and higher layers. Bypassing the packet through the channel
encoder, nd data symbols are generated for improving transmission reliability. Thereafter,
in order to enable packet detection, channel estimation, and synchronization, np symbols
are added to nd symbols. Hence, the overall packet length is defined by n = nd +np as
indicated in Fig. 3. Bear in mind that, in short packets, the size of control information
may be the same size as the payload, which affects the performance of a communication
system in terms of reliability and latency.

Generally, in short packet transmissions we should keep in mind that i) the classic
information theory is not applicable. For instance, authors in [102], provide a tight
approximation of an achievable coding rate under the finite blocklength regime and
indicate a noticeable performance loss compared to the Shannon coding. Under
Shannon’s channel coding theorem, error-free communication is attained when the
blocklength goes to infinity [103], and ii) the overall efficiency of the communication

17Finite blocklength information theory is needed in order to understand the trade-off between latency and
reliability when transmitting short packets, and attain guidelines for the design of short packet communication
systems.
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depends on the efficient encoding of the metadata due to the analogous size of metadata
and payload [104]. Hence, optimizing the resources including the blocklength subject to
a target reliability and latency is necessary for designing practical URLLC systems,
which motivates us to study the performance of cooperative networks with short packet
transmission. Additionally, we study the impact of resource allocation among metadata
and payload with short packet transmission, as we shall see next.

In-band pilot overhead in a relay-enabled network

As we mentioned earlier, one of the main advantages of future wireless networks is
the support for the traffic types that use short packets. A critical concern regarding
short packet transmissions is limited available resources (channel uses) for the data
transmission phase. On the other hand, most wireless communication systems apply
periodic pilot signals to estimate the channel before data detection. Channel estimation
overhead is one of the key characteristics of wireless systems that greatly affect
the minimum transmission delay, and the latency caused by channel estimation is a
bottleneck for URLLC systems. Hence, improving the accuracy of channel estimation
is necessary to meet the stringent URLLC requirements. Channel estimation quality
is enhanced by the number of pilot symbols; however, the increase in the length
of training reduces the effective data rate and wastes resources that could be used
for data symbols [105]. Note that advanced channel estimation techniques suitable
for short packet transmission should be used to prevent any loss through the channel
estimation. Due to the small channel coding rate for short packets, if the required URLLC
requirements are not met by improving the channel estimation so that additional resources
in time, frequency, and spatial domains corresponding to cooperative communications
come into the picture. The performance of wireless communications under imperfect CSI
has been extensively studied in the literature. For example, [106] studies a DF two-way
relay transmission system in cognitive radio environments. The authors provide the
probability of interference from the secondary system to primary receivers for imperfect
CSI. Additionally, a backoff control power technique to deal with such imperfection
is presented to keep the interference below a threshold. Finally, we should note that
two-way relay communication improves spectral efficiency and coverage in traditional
wireless networks. On the other hand, acquiring perfect CSI due to continuous random
variation of fading channels and channel estimation errors is practically challenging.
Hence, evaluating relay transmission in a radio environment with imperfect CSI is
essential.

Furthermore, the authors of [107] provide the error probability in closed form,
considering the joint impact of imperfect CSI at the transmitter and FB coding, where
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the performance of wireless systems under fixed rate and rate adaptation schemes is
investigated. Systems with rate adaptation outperform systems working at a fixed rate,
although the former require more channel uses for the training sequence. However,
the work in [107] does not apply to URLLC as the rate adaptation technique causes
random delay due to the variation of data rates from slot to slot and data stays in a
queue for some random time. Moreover, the authors of [108] study pilot overhead
optimization in an ultra-reliable short packet point-to-point communication system
in terms of achievable rates. They compare the optimal overhead in block fading and
continuous fading channels subject to FB coding and IFB coding. They indicate that the
optimal pilot overhead is almost similar in both fading channels, since block fading
channels are a specific case of continuous fading models and they can be unified in
the context of training-based communications. Moreover, the optimal size of pilot
estimation decreases with transmission power and increases with Doppler frequency.
Clearly, there is a need to study the impact of pilot overhead along with the cooperative
diversity technique in the context of URLLC, since the performance and design of
wireless systems depend significantly on the channel conditions due to the limited
resources, and stringent latency and reliability requirements.

Furthermore, the analyses throughout this thesis are performed for three cooperative
scenarios: i) Dual-hop decode-and-forward, ii) selection combining, and iii) maximum
ratio combining under perfect and imperfect channel state information (Chapter 3).
Power allocation strategies throughout this thesis are divided into four categories, as
follows: first, we examine the performance of cooperative communication to direct
transmission with imperfect CSI subject to two distinct power constraints (Chapter 3,
Section 3.3.1). Due to the limited resources shared between data and pilot transmission,
the number/power of the pilot symbols should not go beyond a threshold as the number
of available channel uses for the data transmission decreases as well as the reliability of
the system. The considered power constraints are: i) average power constraint, where the
total power is distributed among data and pilot symbols, and ii) peak power constraint,
where the power is allocated to the pilot symbols based on a peak power constraint
factor that does not allow the power of pilot symbols to go beyond the considered
power threshold. Additionally, two different power allocation strategies with perfect
channel estimation (Chapter 3, Section 3.3.2) are considered. We aim to find the optimal
cooperative technique under the strategies as i) equal power allocation, where equal
powers are allocated to the broadcasting and relaying phase, and ii) optimal power
allocation, where the aggregated power of source and relay transmissions are equal to
the total transmission power.
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Furthermore, we assess the EE of studied cooperative scenarios. The motivation
to study EE in the context of URLLC is that URLLC is achieved at the cost of high
transmission power [66, 109], but we aim to show that the cooperative diversity technique
alleviates these demands.

Energy efficiency of cooperative communication

Another key characteristic of wireless communications that significantly affect the
performance of 5G networks is the energy efficiency due to the limited energy resources
in energy-constraint networks. The energy efficiency of a cooperative network increases
if the overall power consumption at each relaying phase is minimized. The energy
efficiency is analyzed as a ratio of total power consumption, including the power
required to transmit the data, the extra power consumed by the power amplifier (PA),
and the power consumed by the radio frequency (RF) of the receiver to the coding
rate R. The energy consumption of a non-cooperative network depends mainly on
the power consumption of the PA and the power consumed in the internal circuitry.
However, we should consider the probability of unsuccessful transmission of cooperative
communications in a relay-enabled network, which will be discussed in more detail
in Chapter 3. Moreover, we have considered scheduling over a cooperative network
where the aggregated transmission time of the communication links is below a time
threshold (the so-called time underflow) with IFB coding (Chapter 4). We aim to
compare cooperative communication performance in time and frequency domains for
cMTC subject to the time constraint, as discussed in the following subsection.

Resource allocation in a URLLC cooperative network

Multiple transmission of the same data in a given time window increases the possibility
of successful communication and as such, the reliability. However, implementing the
scheduling and frame structure in a relay-enabled URLLC system is challenging due
to the different reliability and latency requirements of applications. In this thesis, we
consider scheduling for a relay-enabled network where the cooperation happens in time
or frequency domains according to the available resources and QoS requirements, as
indicated in Fig. 4. Thus, we assume that if the system is time-sensitive, the cooperation
happens in the frequency domain while the cooperation takes place in the time domain
for a less time-critical application. However, to meet the latency constraint, both
transmission scenarios are subjected to a transmission time window to guarantee the
latency constraint of URLLC applications. The studied performance metrics of such a
network are:
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Fig. 4. Illustration of scheduling framework in time and frequency domains where the time
window is divided into mini time slots to guarantee the time constraint. (Reprinted with
permission [22]© 2020 Elsevier).

– Probability of time underflow where the aggregated transmission time duration
is restricted to the time budget TB and the system meets the latency constraint.
The over-the-air transmission duration of a communication link is the ratio of the
transmitted information bits to the coding rate equivalent to the Shannon capacity of
the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel.

– Probability of outage due to a high transmission rate or low signal-to-interference-
and-noise ratio that the channel cannot support. The error in channel estimation may
cause a higher transmission rate than the instantaneous channel state can handle.
Thus, a lower coding rate can be selected by the transmitter, which directly affects the
transmission time of the communication. The transmission duration of each link
varies inversely with the coding rate.

2.6.2 Performance metrics

The performance metrics studied throughout this thesis are:

– Outage probability (or in other terms, reliability): the probability of unsuccessful
transmission of a message over a fading channel due to the high transmission rate
that the channel cannot support. Bear in mind that in wireless communications, the
probability of successful transmission of a packet within the given time is interpreted
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as reliability 18 [110]. It should be highlighted here that reliability and availability are
the key performance indicators representing the percentage of successful transmissions
and are interchangeably used in the context of 5G19 [111].

– Latency: the number of channel uses required for the transmission of the message
from source to destination. 3GPP defines end-to-end latency as the required time
for the successful transmission of a given amount of information. Here, we set the
latency, the TTI, or the frame.

– Energy efficiency and goodput (GP): the ratio of successfully transmitted bits to the
total consumed bits, and the amount of data successfully received at the destination,
respectively.

– Probability of time underflow: the probability of having the aggregated transmission
time of the communication links below a time threshold (a so-called hard deadline).

A performance evaluation of studied cooperative protocols is performed via MAT-
LAB simulations. Monte Carlo computer simulations are used to complement and verify
the theoretical findings.

2.7 Final remarks

In this chapter, we first discussed the key role of 5G in IIoT, the industrial 5G use
cases according to the reliability and latency requirements, and their corresponding
technical challenges are investigated. We should note that one of the novel aspects
of 5G wireless networks is the native support to MTC, which is the backbone of
IIoT applications where critical MTC is a prerequisite in future industrial services.
Hence, we provided an overview of key enablers of critical MTC needed to support
the requirements of future connectivity, and then focused on the cooperative diversity
mechanism. We highlighted the relevance of the cooperative diversity technique to the
URLLC type-of-services. Finally, we introduced the research methodologies that are
used in the upcoming technical chapters of this thesis. In a nutshell, these works can be
thought of as a stepping stone toward a better understanding of the cooperative diversity
technique as a potential solution to URLLC requirements. Next, we examine the impact
of the cooperative diversity technique on performance metrics such as reliability, latency,

18The common vision of URLLC services presented by 3GPP is defined in 2.1.
19Please note that reliability in the context of URLLC services corresponds to time-based requirements
subject to latency deadlines in the range of (sub-)milliseconds, for instance, the latency of 250 (µs) for factory
automation, and 3 (ms) for smart grids [111].
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energy efficiency, and channel estimation of the ultra-reliable communication systems in
more detail.
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3 URLLC via cooperative diversity: reliability
analysis

This chapter aims to study the performance improvement of a communication network
with short packet transmission via cooperative diversity compared to direct transmission.
The chapter consists of four major sections. In Section 3.1, we describe the system
model and the primary assumptions for a DF relay-enabled network considered in this
thesis. The main focus of this thesis is short packet transmission and as such, finite
blocklength coding. Thus, we first revisit the finite blocklength information theory,
and then define the corresponding coding rate and outage probability needed for the
performance analysis of URLLC. The outage probability expressions are derived in
closed form for two fading distributions as Nakagami-m fading and Rayleigh fading as a
special case when m = 1 is defined. The cooperative schemes and their corresponding
outage probability considered throughout this thesis are introduced in Section 3.2
followed by the numerical analysis in Section 3.3. First, we begin the performance
analyses by considering in-band pilot estimation in Section 3.3.1. As we mentioned
earlier in Section 2.6.1, allocating the available resources among pilot symbols and data
symbols is an important concern with short packet transmissions. Thus, we compare
two-way resource allocation among pilot and data symbols according to i) average
power constraint and ii) peak power constraint policies. We observe that under URR20,
the performance of cooperative communication (and also direct transmission) subject
to the aforementioned power constraint strategies over the entire transmission power
range is very close. Hence, thereafter in Section 3.3.2, we opt to focus on a single
pilot for URLLC and so relaying with ideal assumption is analyzed. We show the
improvement of reliability as a function of blocklength and transmission power via
diversity mechanisms with equal power allocation among the broadcasting and relaying
phases. The impact of power allocation on the outage probability for each cooperative
scheme is highlighted, which indicates that equal power allocation is not an optimal
solution. Thus, we compare the performance metrics such as outage probability, latency,
energy efficiency, and power consumption of cooperative protocols under two distinct
power allocation strategies: i) equal power allocation, and ii) optimal power allocation.
The impact of coding rate and fading parameter on the efficiency of cooperative schemes

20Note that we define URR as reliability ≥ 99.9% based on [112] and [15], which discuss URC and URLLC
fundamental trade-offs.
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under URR compared to direct transmission are also highlighted. Finally, the conclusion
is provided in Section 3.4.

In particular, the contributions of this chapter can therefore be summarized as
follows:

– We provide the general expression of the outage probability for each cooperative
relaying scheme studied in this work.

– We indicate the impact of channel estimation on cooperative communications subject
to two distinct power constraints: peak power constraint and average power constraint.

– We examine the impact of the peak power constraint factor on the length of training
sequence in terms of channel uses.

– Minimum required channel uses for data transmission phase and the goodput as the
function of the communication reliability under the URR are studied.

– The impact of different parameters such as transmission power, blocklength, power
allocation, coding rate, and fading parameter on the communication reliability of
studied cooperative schemes under URR are highlighted.

– We examine the minimum latency and energy efficiency under two distinct power
constraints: (i) equal power allocation, and (ii) optimal power allocation strategies,
which are allocated numerically.

3.1 System model and the proposed framework

Fig. 5 illustrates a DF relaying scenario including a source S, destination D, and a
decode-forward relay R. We normalize the distance of S to D as dSD = 1 (m), and
that R can move on a straight line between S and D, while the distance between S
and R is denoted by dSR = β̂dSD and the distance of the relaying link is denoted by
dRD = (1− β̂ )dSD where β̂ is the distance allocation factor. The links denoted by the
following random variables (RV) X , Y , and Z represent the S-R, R-D, and S-D links
respectively, and each transmission uses the ni channel uses where i ∈ {S,R}. This
means that nS channel uses in the broadcasting phase and nR channel uses for the
relaying phase. In this scenario, S sends the message to the D and R in the broadcasting
phase and if R successfully decodes the message, it forwards it to the D in the relaying
phase. The received signal is

y j = h jx+w j, (1)

where x is the transmitted signal with power P, and w j is the AWGN noise with power
N0 = 1 where j ∈ {X ,Y,Z}. The fading channels in the S-D, S-R, and R-D links are
denoted as h1, h2, and h3, respectively. In this work, we consider two distinct power
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Fig. 5. Illustration of system model and packet structure for a relay-enabled network with a
source (S), destination (D), and relay (R). The links between S to D, S to R, and R to D are
referred as direct link h1, the backhaul link h2, and relaying link h3 each of which with ni∈{S,R}
channel uses, respectively. In addition, the number of channel uses for channel estimation
and data transmission phase are denoted by np and nd , respectively. Total number of channel
uses for source and relay transmission are nS and nR. (Reprinted with permission [20]© 2019,
IEEE).

constraints, namely i) equal power allocation, where equal powers are allocated to
S and R, and ii) optimal power allocation, where the total power of S and R is equal
to the maximum power. In a DF-based relaying protocol, the instantaneous SNR
depends on the total power constraint P = PS +PR = ηP+(1−η)P, which is given by
ΩZ = ηP|h1|2/N0, ΩX = ηP|h2|2/N0 and ΩY = (1−η)P|h3|2/N0, where 0 < η ⩽ 1 is
the power allocation factor considered to provide a fair comparison between direct
transmission and cooperative transmissions, and η = 0.5 with EPA. Hence, the average
SNR in each link is γZ = ηP/N0, γX = ηP/N0, and γY = (1−η)P/N0.

3.1.1 In-band pilot overhead

In URLLC, the performance of short message communications greatly depends on the
training sequence length due to the stringent latency and reliability requirements. During
the past couple of years, short packet transmission has gained much attention from
academia and industry since the majority of theoretical works assume IFB. Stringent
latency and reliability requirements of URLLC with FB may be hard to achieve with
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traditional communication techniques. In [90], the authors show the existence of a
significant performance loss with FB compared to the Shannon limit. We should
note that channel estimation considerably influences communication latency, since
periodic pilot signals are sent prior to the data detection in the majority of wireless
communication systems. On the other hand, better channel estimation is attained by
allocating more resources to pilot symbols while the effective data rate and data symbols
resources may be wasted. Note that different factors such as mobility, environment, and
multipath fading change the channel conditions during the transmission time, and lead
to random fluctuations in the power of the received signal and complicate the channel
estimation task [113].

Clearly, there is a need to study the impact of pilot overhead in the context of
URLLC. To do so, let’s assume in-band pilot transmission consists of a training phase
and a data transmission phase as indicated in Fig. 5. The received signal in the training
phase is yt j =h jxt+w j, where ||xt ||2=npP, where np is the number of pilot symbols.
We consider the use of the minimum mean square error (MMSE) approach to estimate
the channel coefficient as ĥ j =E{h j|yt j}= σ2

σ2||xt ||2+1 x†
t yt j [113], where

ĥ j ∼ C N

(
0,

σ4||xt ||2

σ2||xt ||2 +1

)
= C N (0,σ2

ĥ j
), (2)

and the error in the channel estimation is assumed to be Gaussian as

h̃ j ∼ C N

(
0,

σ2

σ2||xt ||2 +1

)
= C N (0,σ2

h̃ j
). (3)

With the knowledge of the channel condition at the receiver, the received signal can
be written as

yd j = ĥ jxd+h̃ jxd+w j = ĥ jxd+weff j , (4)

where additive noise and residual channel estimation error are combined in weff j [113].
The main difference between the received signals in the training and data transmission
phases is that the channel in the latter phase is known to the receiver. According to the
orthogonality property of MMSE estimations, where σ2

ĥ j
=1−σ2

h̃ j
, the effective SNR

γeff seen at the receiver [108] is

γeff=
σ2

ĥ j
σ2

d

1+σ2
h̃ j

σ2
d
=

σ2
d (1−σ2

h̃ j
)

1+σ2
h̃ j

σ2
d

=
1+σ2

d

1+σ2
h̃ j

σ2
d
−1, (5)

where σ2
d is the data mean power. Thus, we should find the optimal number of pilot

symbols, which maximizes γeff or, in other words, minimizes the mean square error
σ2

h̃ j
. In the following, we examine the impact of channel estimation under two power

constraints as follows:
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Average power constraint:

We consider an average power constraint as E{|x|2} ≤ nP, where the power budget is
distributed among data and pilot symbols. This scenario could be optimal if we send a
single pilot with high power, since increasing the size of the pilot sequence decreases the
outage probability at the cost of an increased delay. We allocate an optimal fraction of
the power budget ψ to the pilot symbol, where the effective SNR is calculated according
to [113, Eq. 15]

γeffAPC =
nP
(

1+D−
√

F
)(√

F−D
)

(n−2)
√

F
, (6)

where D=n+nP−1/(n−2)nP and F = (n−1)(n2P(1+P)+n−1)
(n−2)2n2P2 . Hence, increasing the power

of pilot or increasing the number of pilots decreases the power to be used in data.

Peak power constraint:

Since pilot power subject to APC increases with blocklength, in practice, increasing
the pilot power beyond a limit is in general not possible. We consider a peak power
constraint on the pilot symbols as |xt |2≤κP in addition to the average constraint, where
κ is the peak power constraint factor, and PPC activates if ψnP > κP [113]. The optimal
number of pilot symbols is the one that maximizes the effective SNR. Thus, considering
||xt ||2=κnpP, the effective SNR subject to PPC is

γeffPPC =
npκ(n−npκ)P2

(n−npκ +(n−np)npκ)P+n−np
, (7)

where the optimum number of pilot symbols with unbounded κ would be 1, but the
optimum transmission power would be too large [113]. The optimal number of pilot
symbols that maximizes γeffPPC is attained through the numerical derivative of (7) with
respect to np, as

∂γeffPPC

∂np
= (κ2P2+κ

3P3−nκ
3P3 +nκ

2P3)n2
p−(2nκ

2P2 +2nκ
2P3)np

+(n2
κP2+n2

κP3) = 0,
(8)

where the positive root of the polynomial function is the optimal size of the training
sequence. Hence,

npopt =
−B±

√
B2−4AC
2A

, (9)
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where A = κ2P2+κ3P3−nκ3P3 + nκ2P3, B =−2nκ2P2−2nκ2P3, and C = n2κP2+

n2κP3.
Here, we assume that the source transmits with a fixed coding rate and relies on

the average SNR of each link due to the timing constraint, where we do not have a
large tolerance for latency with respect to the whole transmission time. Optimizing the
number of pilots according to the performance of the relay improves the performance of
the communication at the cost of higher latency and a more sophisticated implementation
procedure.

3.1.2 Error probability at finite blocklength

This section clarifies the intuition behind using short packet transmission and compares
FB over IFB information theory in terms of coding rate and outage probability as
follows:

3.1.2.1 Finite vs infinite blocklength information theory

Throughout this thesis, we consider that the short packets consist of k information bits in
each packet mapped via an encoder fe : {1, ...,2k}→ Cn to a sequence, namely a code
word with length n channel uses. Note that we can consider each packet to be a message
from the information theoretical perspective. Then, the code word passes a noisy
(possibly block fading) channel. At the destination, a decoder fd : Cn →{1, ...,2k} maps
channel outputs into the estimate of the information bits. The average error probability
is defined by ε = Pr( fd(y ̸= M)), where y = hx+w is the channel output induced by the
transmitted signal x under the channel attenuation h and the additive noise signal w, and
M ∈ {1, ...,2k} is the message [114]. Thus, the maximum achievable rate is

R∗(n,ε) = sup
{

1
n

log2 2k : ∃(n,2k,ε)code
}
, (10)

where the maximum coding rate with finite blocklength R∗(n,ε) in bits per channel use
(bpcu) is

R∗(n,ε) =C(γ)−
√

V (γ)

n
Q−1(ε) log2 e, (11)

where C and V are the positive channel capacity and the channel dispersion, respectively,
defined as C(γ) = log2(1+ γ) and V (γ) = γ(2+ γ)

/
(1+ γ)2 [104], where γ is the

average SNR as P/N0. For the AWGN channel, h = 1, and 1
n ∑

n
l=1 |xl|2 ≤ γ holds [100].

We can clearly see the dependencies of the coding rate (11) upon blocklength and error
probability while the infinite blocklength coding does not depend on the blocklength
and error probability, as we shall see next.
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Shannon capacity of a complex channel (in bits per channel use) determines the
transmission achievable data rate (in bits per channel use) subject to an arbitrarily small
error probability where the blocklength of the coding is infinite. As a result, the coding
rate [115] under the Shannon’s capacity theory for a direct transmission over a Gaussian
channel is characterized by

R(n,ε)≤C(γ)+o(1), (12)

where o(1)≪ 1.
Furthermore, according to the coding rate (11) under the FB regime, the outage

probability is given by

ε =Q

(
√

n
C(γ)−R∗(n,ε)√

V (γ) log2 e

)
, (13)

which holds for the AWGN channels, where the channel coefficient is equal to one. In
addition, Q−1(.) in (11) is the inverse of the Q-function defined by

Q(u) =
∫

∞

u

1√
2

e−v/2dv. (14)

while for quasi-static fading channels, the outage probability is then the expectation
over the instantaneous SNR distribution [116] as follows21

ε ≈ E

[
Q

(
√

n
C(γ|h|2)−R∗(n,ε)√

V (γ|h|2)

)]
. (15)

In contrast, under the Shannon capacity regime where C(γ) = log2(1+γ), the coding
rate defined by R(n,ε)≤C(γ)+o(1) does not reflect the impact of the blocklength and
outage probability. Hence, the outage probability in (13) converges to 1

(
γ < 2k/n −1

)
by keeping the rate R = k/n fixed when n→∞. Hence, the asymptotic outage probability
is attained by

εasym ≈ Pr
(

γ < 2k/n −1
)
= E

[
1
(

γ < 2k/n −1
)]

. (16)

3.1.3 Closed-form expression of the outage probability

The outage probability in (15) does not have a closed-form expression, but it can be
tightly approximated, as we shall see next.
21This approximation is accurate for n > 100, as proven for AWGN channels [102, Figs. 12 and 13], as well as
for fading channels [117].
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Let us first define g(x)=
√

nC(γ)−R√
V (γ)

. Then, we resort to a linearization of the

Q-function [118] as follows:

Ķ(x)≈ Q(g(x)) =


1 x ⩽ υ

1
2
− µ√

2π
(x−θ) υ < x < ϑ ,

0 x ≥ ϑ

(17)

where θ = 2R−1
P , ϑ = θ +

√
π

2 µ−2, υ = θ −
√

π

2 µ−2, and µ =
√ n

2π
(e2R − 1)−

1
2 .

Therefore, the outage probability in (15) is reformulated as

ε = E[Q(g(x))] =
∫

∞

0
Ķ(x) fX(x)dx, (18)

where fX(x) represents the probability density function (PDF) of the SNR of link X.

Proposition 1. The approximated outage probability of a communication link following
Nakagami-m fading is given in a closed-form in (19), where υ , ϑ , µ , and θ are defined
in (17).

εNak =

µ

[
θ

(
Γ

(
m,

mυ

Ω

)
−Γ

(
m,

mϑ

Ω

))
+Ω

(
Γ

(
1+m,

mϑ

Ω

)
−Γ

(
1+m,

mυ

Ω

))]
√

2π

+

P

(
m,

mϑ

Ω

)
+P

(
m,

mυ

Ω

)
2

.

(19)

Proof. See Appendix 1.

Corollary 1. Note that for m = 1, (19) reduces to the approximated outage probability
for the Rayleigh fading as

εRay = 1− ζ√
2π

exp(−θ)

[
exp
(√

π

2ζ 2

)
−exp

(
−
√

π

2ζ 2

)]
, (20)

where ζ = P
√

2πµ .

Remark 1. We compare the accuracy of the linearized Q-function in (17) to the original
Q-function in (13) as indicated in Fig. 6 (top). The difference between these two
plots does not have a noticeable impact on the outage probability, since we find the
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Fig. 6. Comparing the accuracy of linearized Q-function to the original Q-function (top), and
comparing the accuracy of outage probability with numerical integration of Q-function to the
approximated outage probability (bottom). (Under CC BY 4.0 license from [21] © 2018).

approximated outage probability in (18) via integration over the SNR range and due
to the symmetric property of the function as indicated by Fig. 6 (top), regions that
show the difference between the original and linearized Q-function cancel each other
out. Therefore this difference becomes negligible, as illustrated in Fig. 6 (bottom) for
Rayleigh fading. Thus, we note that the error defined by error= | ε−εapp

ε
| is approximately
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equal to zero, which shows the accuracy of the linearized Q-function applied in the
closed form expression of the outage probability.

3.2 Performance analysis of relaying

In this section, we examine the outage probability in all relaying schemes considered in
this work, as well as for the case of DT, which is used for comparison purposes.

3.2.1 Cooperative transmission

– Dual-hop decode-and-forward: In this scheme, since the S-D distance is too large,
it assumes that the direct link is in the outage; thus R always collaborates with the
source. Hence, S sends the message to both R and D in the broadcasting, and if R
successfully decodes the message, it transfers the message to D. The overall outage
probability is given by

εDF=εX +(1− εX )εY , (21)

where εX and εY are the outage probabilities of the S-R, and R-D links, respectively.
The outage probabilities are calculated according to (18). This scenario can also be
analyzed as a selection combination or maximum ratio combination depending on
how the destination combines the original transmitted signal and the retransmitted
signal.

– Selection Combining: In this protocol, D tries to decode the messages sent by both S
and R separately. The overall outage probability [119] then becomes

εSC = εZ (εX +(1− εX )εY ) , (22)

where εZ is the outage probability of the S-D link. The outages εZ , εX , and εY are
calculated based on (18).

– Maximum ratio combining: In this protocol, the transmissions from the source and
the relay are coherently combined at the receiver. Hence, the instantaneous SNR after
the source and relay transmissions is Ωϖ = ΩZ +ΩY [120]. The outage probability is

εMRC = εZ

(
εX+(1−εX )

εSRD

εZ

)
, (23)

where εSRD is the outage probability after MRC of the transmissions from the source
to the destination. Moreover, the ratio εSRD

εZ
comes from the conditioning of εSRD

based on the fact that the transmission from the source to the destination failed. In
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order to calculate (23), first we need to define the PDF of ϖ , a Gamma random
variable equal to Z +Y as follows:

Lemma 1. The PDF of random variable ϖ is

fϖ (ϖ) = exp
(
− ϖ

Ωy

)
ϖ

−1+mz+my Ω
−mz
z Ω

−my
y ×1 F1

(
mz,mz +my,ϖ

(
1

Ωy
− 1

Ωz

))
,

(24)
where ΩZ , ΩY , and mZ , mY are the instantaneous SNRs and the fading severity of the
S-D and R-D links, respectively.

Proof. See Appendix 2.

Proposition 2. The outage probability after combining the source and relay transmis-
sions, εSRD, is

εSRD =
∫

υ

0
fϖ (ϖ |m,Ω)dϖ +

∫
ϑ

υ

(
1
2−

µ√
2π
(ϖ−θ)

)
fϖ (ϖ |m,Ω)dϖ , (25)

where θ , ϑ and υ are specified in (17).

Proof. By plugging (24) into (18), and multiplying by Ķ(x), we attain (25). Solving
(25) is difficult and it does not have a closed-form expression. Hence, we only work
with its numerical integration whenever m > 1.

Since (25) does not have a closed form expression for the outage probability under
general Nakagami-m, we analyze the particular case when m = 1, which corresponds
to Rayleigh fading.

Lemma 2. For m = 1, the outage probability, εSRD, is

εSRD=



2− e−ϕ+e−ð

2
−υ e−ϕ

ΩZ
+

υ e−ϕ −ϑ e−ð

2ΩZ
+

µθ∆ +2µξ√
2π

+
(µχ)/ΩZ√

2π
ΩZ =ΩY

ΩZ−ΩY +ΩZ e−ð λ1+ΩZ e−ϕ λ2+ΩY e−
ϑ

ΩY λ3+ΩY e−
υ

ΩY λ4

ΩZ−ΩY
ΩZ ̸=ΩY

(26)

χ =ϑ
2 e−

ϑ

ΩZ −υ
2 e−

υ

ΩZ −θϑ e−
ϑ

ΩZ +θυ e−
υ

ΩZ , (27)

ξ =ϑ e−
ϑ

ΩZ −υ e−
υ

ΩZ +ΩZ e−
ϑ

ΩZ −ΩZ e−
υ

ΩZ , (28)

where, ϑ and υ are specified in (17), and λ1=
µϑ+µΩZ−µθ√

2π
− 1

2 , λ2=
µθ−µυ−µΩZ√

2π
− 1

2 ,

λ3=
1
2−

µϑ+µΩY−µθ√
2π

, λ4=
1
2+

µυ+µΩY−µθ√
2π

, ∆ = e−ϕ−e−ð, ϕ = υ

ΩZ
and ð= ϑ

ΩZ
.
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Proof. See Appendix 3.

Direct transmission: In DT, the source sends the data packets directly to the
destination. Since the channel coefficients are Nakagami-m distributed, the instantaneous
SNR of the DT scheme is ΓZ ∼ Gamma(mZ ,mZ/ΩZ). Then, the outage probability of
DT is calculated according to (19), where m = mZ , Ω = ΩZ with average SNR as PS/N0,
and is denoted as εDT.

3.2.2 Energy efficiency analysis

Energy efficiency determines the trade-off between throughput gains and total energy
consumed. Let us first define the total energy consumption per bit of each scenario. The
total power consumed includes the power of transmission with no dependency on the
distance of relay nodes, consumed power in RF circuitry, and also the coding rate [121].
Here, we ignore the baseband processing consumption since its value is negligible in
comparison to the energy consumption of RF circuitry [122].

Hence, the total energy consumption per bit of a single-hop (SH) transmission is

ESH =
PPA +PT X +PRX

R
, (29)

where PPA = P/φ is the power amplifier consumption for a SH transmission and φ

is the drain efficiency of the amplifier, and PT X and PRX are the power consumed for
transmitting and receiving in the internal circuitry, respectively. In a similar way, we can
also find the total power consumption of multi-hop schemes by determining the outage
probability on the S-R link in each cooperative scheme.

The total power consumption for DF protocol depends on the outage probability of
the S-R link as follows:

EDF = εXDF ×
PPA +PT X +PRX

R
+(1− εXDF)×

2PPA +2PT X +2PRX

R
, (30)

where the first term indicates the consumed energy on the S-R link, while the second
term shows that R could decode the message correctly and send the packet to D.

In the case of SC and MRC, the total power consumption is formulated as follows:

E℘ = εX℘
× PPA +PT X +2PRX

R
+(1− εX℘

)× 2PPA +2PT X +3PRX

R
, (31)

where ℘∈ {SC,MRC} and εX is calculated by (18) accordingly for each method.
The additional PRX in each term of (31) compared to the (30) corresponds to the
transmission of S, which is heard by both R and D and the destination decodes S-D and
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Fig. 7. Energy efficiency analysis of cooperative schemes DF, SC, and MRC under equal
power allocation as a function of maximum transmit power. (Under CC BY 4.0 license from
[21] © 2018).

R-D transmissions, simultaneously. Hence, the EE for each protocol is formulated as

EE =
Throughput

Total energy consumed
=

R(1− ε)

E
,
(
b/Ch.uses/W

)
(32)

We should note that the EE(ε,E) is nonconvex in the SNR as indicated in Fig. 7,
while the outage probability ε is monotonically decreasing in the SNR, and energy
consumption is monotonically increasing, which will be observed in Section 3.3.

3.3 Numerical analysis

In this section, we show the numerical results of cooperative relaying under the FB
regime. First, in Section 3.3.1 we indicate the impact of imperfect channel estimation
under the studied power constraints as APC and PPC on the performance of cooperative
communication compared to direct transmission. Throughout the results, we observe that
the performance of communication protocols under the FB regime subject to APC and
PPC is very close over the entire transmission power range. Thus, in Section 3.3.2, we
use the average PPC strategy, assuming a single pilot for URLLC along with an ideal case
assumption in our analysis 22. Hence, we first compare the performance of cooperative
22We opt to focus on an ideal case with FB coding given that the frame consisting of separate resources for
auxiliary procedures, control information, and data results in lower overall reliability. Reliability decreases as
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communication under the finite blocklength as a function of the blocklength and
transmission power SNR. The impact of power allocation on communication reliability
is highlighted. In addition, we examine the power consumption and performance of
cooperative communications in terms of energy efficiency and latency as a function of
communication reliability. Finally, we indicate the probability of successful transmission
as a function of the coding rate for each studied cooperative scheme and a comparison to
direct transmission. Unless stated otherwise, assume maximum transmit power as 20
(dB), relay in between source and destination as β̂ = 0.5. The URR is shaded in gray in
the following plots where its most loose constraint is denoted with a red line where
99.9% reliability is feasible.

3.3.1 Short packet transmission: imperfect CSI

Fig. 8 compares the performance of training-based cooperative and non-cooperative
schemes subject to APC and PPC, with the case of PCSI. Under APC, we send a single
pilot with high power where the pilot power increases by n, while under PPC we send
an optimal number of pilots based on the maximum transmission power and value of
κ . The performance of (non-)cooperative transmission subject to APC and PPC is
very close in the entire SNR range. In communications subject to APC, we have to
allocate about half of the power budget to a single pilot at a low SNR regime, while with
PPC, we spread that amount of power among several pilots, thus improving the channel
estimation while the pilot power does not go beyond the power threshold. In addition,
we can clearly see the superiority of cooperative transmissions over the non-cooperative
one. The cooperative technique provides higher reliability with lower transmission
power compared to the point-to-point transmission.

In Fig. 9, we indicate the impact of κ on the optimal length of the training sequence.
It can clearly be seen that the number of pilot symbols decreases by increasing κ to keep
the pilot power under the power threshold, and so, if the blocklength increases for a
constant value of κ , we have to allocate more channel uses to the training sequence. On
the other hand, γeff highly depends on np and κ , and decreases by large values of κ

with short packet transmissions. Hence, channel estimation and effective SNR γeff are
extremely affected by peak power constraint factor κ .

In the following figures, we examine two URLLC performance metrics, namely
minimum latency and goodput as a function of reliability. In both Figs. 10 and 11, the
choice of the optimal length of data transmission phase and training sequence is made

we cannot guarantee reliable transmission of auxiliary and control information with short packet transmission,
as discussed in [15].
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Fig. 8. Comparing the performance of cooperative and non-cooperative transmissions under
APC and PPC. (Reprinted with permission [20]© 2019, IEEE).
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Fig. 9. Impact of peak power constraint factor on the length of training sequence in terms of
channel uses. (Reprinted with permission [20]© 2019, IEEE).

in such way that it minimizes the outage probability in a specific interval of interest
as 10−5≤ε ≤10−1, which yields the minimum latency and maximum goodput. We
resort to Matlab function " f mincon" and use the interior point algorithm as detailed
in [123] to numerically solve the nonlinear optimization problem as we do not focus
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Fig. 10. Minimum required channel uses for data transmission phase with maximum transmit
power as 20 (dB) and as a function of reliability. (Reprinted with permission [20]© 2019,
IEEE).

on the proposal of a particular solution. The optimal size of the training sequence is
obtained through the numerical derivative of (7) with respect to np. Fig. 10 compares
the reliability and minimum channel uses needed for the data transmission phase with
optimal training length and different values of κ . Delay δ is equal to the symbol time Ts

multiplied by the blocklength of data transmission. For example, future releases of
LTE foresee a minimum symbol period of Ts=8.33 (µs) [124]. In this current work,
we do not consider the impact of processing delay and channel coding at the relay
in our analysis. In cooperative transmission with maximum transmission power at
20 (dB) per link and δ =4.7 (ms), 99.9% reliability is feasible with np=11 (channel
uses) and κ =2, while reliability slightly decreases with larger κ . Reliability improves
to 99.99% with κ =2, np=15 (channel uses) at the cost of δ =9 (ms). Moreover, by
decreasing the maximum power, the latency increases. For example, with maximum
transmission power per link at 10 (dB), latency increases to 6.29 (ms) and 17.2 (ms) with
reliability at 99.9% and 99.99%, respectively. Hence, according to our system design
requirements, we can find the trade-off between the reliability and latency. Moreover,
the results show that the non-cooperative scheme is not able to cope with the stringent
reliability requirement and needs a large tolerance of latency to work under URR, and so
cooperative communications are needed for the optimal performance under URR.
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Fig. 11. Goodput as a function of reliability with maximum transmit power as 20 (dB).
(Reprinted with permission [20]© 2019, IEEE).

Another performance metric of URLLC is the goodput, which indicates how much
data is successfully received at the destination. The total amount of data is transmitted
over n channel uses, where the transmission may fail with a probability of ε [107].
The normalized GP with respect to the total number of channel uses allocated to
packet transmission is GP =

(
1− np

n

)
R (1− ε) . From Fig. 11, we observe that the

goodput decreases by increasing the reliability. In this optimization problem, we find the
optimal blocklength n and training length np in such a way as to guarantee a certain
reliability. Hence, the coding rate is adopted for each εth in the optimization problem
and consequently the goodput decreases as the coding rate monotonically decreases.
However, with a fixed coding rate, the goodput increases but we cannot guarantee the
intended reliability. In addition, we should note that by allocating more power to the
pilot symbols (larger κ), goodput increases due to the fact that the total blocklength
n and the number of channel uses allocated to the data transmission increases while
the training length decreases, and ρ = np/n decreases faster compared to the smaller
values of κ . It can be noted that the goodput analysis also makes it possible to conclude
the throughput’s behavior in URLLC. The throughput is the average rate seen by the
destination. The throughput as well as the goodput decreases at high reliabilities since
we cannot concurrently guarantee both high throughput and ultra-high reliability for
URLLC, i.e., in order to have URLLC, we sacrifice the goodput and throughput. Clearly,
ultra-high reliability is feasible at the expense of throughput loss and vice versa. All in
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Fig. 12. On the impact of cooperative diversity under ultra-reliable region as a function of
a) blocklength with SNR as 10 (dB) (top), and b) transmit power SNR with blocklength 500
(channel uses) (bottom). (Reprinted with permission [19]© 2017, IEEE).

all, according to Fig. 10 and Fig. 11, we can identify the expected goodput for specific
latency and reliability requirements.
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Fig. 13. Impact of power allocation factor on the outage probability with R = 0.5 (bpcu). This
figure illustrates the optimal value of power allocation factor for each of studied relaying
scenarios where the outage probability is minimized. (Under CC BY 4.0 license from [21] ©
2018).

3.3.2 Short packet transmission: ideal assumption

Fig. 12 compares the performance of cooperative communications to direct transmission
in terms of blocklength and transmission power, where the channels undergo Nakagami-
m fading with m= 2, and m= 1, known as Rayleigh fading. It can be clearly seen that the
outage probability noticeably decreases by exploiting the diversity gain via cooperative
schemes. MRC and SC enable URC with short packets, while DF requires more channel
uses to work under the URR. Additionally, we can clearly see the diversity gain attained
at high SNR regime and so relay-enabled networks require less transmission power
to work in URR. MRC and SC have very close performance over the entire range of
SNR and blocklength, and both outperform DF protocol. Moreover, improving the
line-of-sight (larger m), the reliability considerably improves. Thus, the size of the
payload is not a critical concern anymore. The accuracy of our analytical analysis is
indicated through the Monte Carlo simulations.

In Fig. 13, we examine the impact of power allocation factor η on the probability
of successful transmission. As mentioned earlier in Section 3.1, in order to provide a
fair comparison between DT and cooperative schemes, we allocate powers to S and
R according to the power allocation factor. In DF, outage probability is minimized
with equal power allocation strategy, while in SC and MRC, we exploit the additional
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Fig. 14. Total power consumption of DF, SC, and MRC under EPA and OPA constraints. This
figure indicates the total power consumed in each of studied cooperative schemes where the
channels undergo Rayleigh fading. (Under CC BY 4.0 license from [21] © 2018).

diversity of the direct link; thus, less power should be allocated to R. We also illustrate
that URLLC is feasible through cooperative schemes, particularly with SC and MRC.
Note that these results hold for other values of SNR and coding rate.

Fig. 14 compares the total consumed energy in each of the studied cooperative
scenarios under EPA and OPA strategies. Under EPA, as we expected, MRC is superior
and consumes less transmission power compared to DF and SC protocols, while with
OPA, SC outperforms MRC and becomes the most energy-efficient protocol. In addition,
with the maximum transmission power of 20 (dB), no feasible solutions are found for the
DF protocol under stringent reliability requirements, which indicates the need for more
sophisticated cooperative protocols. Feasible solutions are found if the transmission
power increases, but it would be spectrally and energy insufficient.

In Fig. 15, we compare the energy efficiency of cooperative schemes in terms of
probability of successful transmission under two distinct power constraints. In this study,
we assume PT X = 97.9 (mW), PRX = 112.2 (mW) and the drain efficiency φ = 0.35
according to the power consumption values reported in [122]. Under EPA strategy, MRC
is the most energy-efficient scenario among other cooperative scenarios, as it consumes
less transmission power, as shown in Fig. 12 (bottom), and has lower latency in URR.
Under OPA, SC becomes the most energy-efficient, as we show in Fig. 16 it reduces the
latency, and the total power consumption is less than that of MRC as shown in Fig. 14.
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Fig. 15. Energy efficiency analysis of cooperative communications under equal power
allocation, and optimal power allocation policies as a function of the reliability. (Under CC BY
4.0 license from [21] © 2018).

In order to perform in URR, more power is allocated to the source of MRC than that of
SC in the broadcasting, as the source sends the message to both destination and relay;
thus, MRC becomes less energy-efficient compared to SC under OPA strategy.

Fig. 16 indicates the total minimum latency required for URLLC under the FB
regime, where channels undergo Rayleigh fading with two distinct power constraints:
i) EPA: P = ηP+(1−η)P, where η = 0.5, and ii) OPA: PS +PR ≤ P. The choices of
the minimum latency δ and optimal powers are such that they minimize the outage
probability constraint to a specific interval of interest and hold the power constraints,
which yields the optimal values of n and P, and is a nonlinear optimization problem as
follows 23.

minimize ε(n,P)

subject to PS +PR ≤ P,

100 ≤ n ≤ 10000.

We set the minimum blocklength to 100 since (15) is accurate for n > 100, as was
proven for AWGN channels [102, Figs. 12 and 13] as well as for fading channels, as
discussed in [117], and to a maximum of 104 so as to reduce the search range, and to be

23We solve the optimization problem numerically with the Matlab function f mincon. The interior point
algorithm is used to solve the nonlinear optimization problem [123].
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Fig. 16. Comparing the total latency of cooperative and non-cooperative communications in
terms of channel uses with EPA and OPA constraints as a function of the outage probability.
(Under CC BY 4.0 license from [21] © 2018).

within URLLC boundaries requiring ultra-high reliable communications at small to
moderate (n < 1000) blocklength [125].

This figure shows that DT is not able to cope with the stringent latency constraint
and needs a large tolerance of delay; thus, we resort to cooperative protocols in order to
reduce the latency in URR. It can clearly be seen that SC works much better than DF
and performs closely to MRC in the entire range, but with higher latency requirements
when we allocate equal powers to the S and R. We also indicate that under the OPA
constraint, SC outperforms MRC in terms of channel uses and is more energy-efficient
than MRC, as we discussed in Fig. 15, while with equal power allocation strategy, MRC
requires fewer channel uses and consumes less transmission power, as we can see in Fig.
12 (bottom). Here, with equal power allocation strategy, the total power of S and R may
be less than the maximum total power 20 (dB), but in Fig. 12 (bottom) we force PS

and PR to be equal to the total power of Pmax. Therefore, according to the simulations,
when R= 1 (bpcu) and P = 20 (dB), higher reliability is feasible in Fig. 12 (bottom)
compared to Fig. 16.
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Fig. 17. Probability of successful transmission as a function payload (bits) and blocklength
(channel uses) with SNR as 20 (dB). This figure compares the impact of coding rate and
fading parameter on the performance of cooperative schemes, namely DF, SC, and MRC to
direct transmission. (Reprinted with permission [19]© 2017, IEEE).
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Finally, Fig. 17 compares the probability of successful transmission (Psucc = 1− ε)
as a function of the coding rate in URR. We can clearly see that MRC supports URLLC
with higher coding rates compared to DT, DF, and SC schemes, which is more evident
with short packet lengths under the FB regime. Hence, MRC is less affected by the
coding rate growth under the URR. For instance, considering m = 1, with n = 400
(channel uses) and R= 0.43 (bpcu), MRC achieves 99.999% reliability, while SC
provides equal reliability to MRC but with a lower coding rate of k = 153 (bits) and
n = 400 (channel uses). In addition, with n = 400 (channel uses), reliability decreases to
99.9% with k = 133 (bits) for a DF scheme. Moreover, we can clearly see that improving
the LOS (larger m) considerably improves reliability in wireless communications; thus,
the size of the payload is no longer a critical concern. In a nutshell, URLLC is feasible
via the cooperative schemes and we can apply each of these schemes based on our
requirements such as reliability, packet length, and number of transmitted information
bits.

3.4 Conclusion

This chapter highlighted the importance of the cooperative diversity technique with short
packet transmission over DT transmission to meet reliability and latency requirements.
We studied outage probability, i.e., reliability, as the primary performance metric to
compare the efficiency of cooperative and non-cooperative communications. We studied
(non-)cooperative communications with PCSI and imperfect CSI with FB coding.
First, the impact of the number of channel uses allocated to the training sequence
with short packet transmission subject to two distinct power constraints as APC and
PPC are studied. The numerical results indicated that PPC on the pilot symbols is
more appealing in the context of URLLC. PPC provides optimal transmission power to
support maximum achievable data transfer over the total blocklength. Furthermore, we
observed that by allocating more power to the source, operation at the URR is possible.
However, additional diversity gain provided by the relay node supports high reliability
to improve communication efficiency, which is more evident in a high SNR regime.
Our results indicated that the equal power allocation at the source and relay makes
the MRC the most energy-efficient protocol and a better solution for low latency and
low power communications. However, SC would have the highest energy efficiency
and lowest latency with optimal power allocation among the source and relay nodes.
Additionally, the impact of coding rate, power allocation, training length, LOS, energy
efficiency, and power consumption on the performance of the relay-enabled network are
studied. We illustrated that MRC supports URLLC with higher coding rates under the
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FB regime among all the scenarios studied, and requires less transmission power to
work in URR. The power allocation study indicated that equal power allocation to the
source and relay is optimal with DHDF relaying, while SC and MRC require more
power at the source. Furthermore, the imperfect CSI study illustrated that the optimal
length of the training sequence depends on a power allocation factor subject to the
power threshold of the system. Additionally, we observed that the reliability noticeably
increases by improving the LOS. Hence, the size of the payload is no longer a critical
concern. Energy efficiency analysis indicated that MRC is the most energy-efficient
scenario among other cooperative scenarios due to lower power consumption with equal
power allocation at the source and relay nodes. However, SC is more energy-efficient
with optimal power allocation, since less power is allocated to the source of SC than that
of MRC. We should keep in mind that communication reliability often comes at the cost
of higher latency. For example, the auxiliary node in a cooperative network enhances
communication reliability while latency also increases. Hence, new mechanisms must
be studied to consider reliability and latency challenges in such a network. In the
next chapter, we aim to study the impact of cooperative communication on URLLC
requirements, primarily from the perspective of latency.
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4 URLLC via cooperative diversity: latency
analysis

This chapter aims to investigate the problem of ensuring ultra-low latency and ultra-high
reliability in a network consist of different URLLC type-of-services with orthogonal
resource allocation, leveraging cooperative communications in time or frequency. In this
regard, the goal is to attain the probability of meeting the strict time constraint in a
cooperative network, performing in a pool of radio resources in time and frequency
domains. In this study, the source node is connected to the CRAN24 to reduce the
latency, and the transmissions in time or frequency domain are subject to 5G mini-slot
transmission time. Moreover, reliability is ensured by allowing the collaborative node to
transmit the message to the destination twice, based on the K-repetition technique. In
this study, we assume that quasi-static fading and FB coding is not leveraged in this
chapter. This chapter consists of four major sections. In Section 4.1, we describe the
system model and the main assumptions in a cooperative network considered in this
chapter. We clarify the resource scheduling, and the cooperative transmissions scenarios
from the selected collaborative node to the destination in time and frequency domains.
Then, the problem formulation of the studied performance metrics—i) the probability of
TU, and ii) reliability—are presented in Section 4.2. First, Section 4.2.1 introduces the
concept of the probability of TU, which refers to the probability of meeting the strict
time constraint in time-critical services. The approximated probability of TU for both
cooperative and direct transmissions as a function of the hard deadline are presented in
this section. The hard deadline is the strict time constraint of the time-sensitive systems,
which is a function of the system time budget, information bits, and the bandwidth.
This section aims to investigate the probability of not surpassing the time constraint
of the system and meeting the ultra-low latency requirement of future connectivity.
Thereafter, the communication reliability with respect to the time budget of the system is
examined in Section 4.2.2. This section aims to find i) the maximum feasible reliability
as a function of the probability of TU under the URR, and ii) the optimal value of the
hard deadline for the target reliability under the URR. Finally, Section 4.3 presents the
numerical analysis, and Section 4.4 concludes this chapter.

24CRAN consists of the baseband unit (BBU), optical transmission network, and RRH. The RRHs trans-
fer/receive a digitalized signal to/from the BBU through the optical fiber. We opt to use CRAN but more
recently, similar alternatives have emerged for edge nodes that bring advantages to, e.g., computation and
storage capabilities, and back-haul bandwidth consumption [126].
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In particular, the contributions of this chapter can therefore be summarized as
follows:

– We examine the probability of TU where the aggregated transmission time duration is
less than or equal to the time budget.

– We provide the approximated upper bound of the probability of TU for the studied
transmission scenarios.

– We indicate the impact of cooperative diversity in time and frequency domains on the
probability of TU subject to the hard deadline.

– We examine the probability of outage due to a high transmission rate that the channel
cannot support. We indicate the maximum achievable reliability as a function of the
time threshold where the target probability of TU is met.

– We compare the performance advantage of cooperative diversity to direct transmission
in terms of reliability and latency for URLLC services.

4.1 Cooperative diversity under hard deadlines

Fig. 18 illustrates a DF-based cooperative scenario, where the source denoted as RRH5
is connected to the cloud, and RRH6 collaborates with S to transmit the message to the
UE3. Note that we consider the slicing of radio access network (RAN) communication
resources, and so all the resource scheduling and signal processing among the BSs and
devices are performed in CRAN. On the other hand, we assumed that the cooperative
RRH (RRH6) is selected at CRAN given the load and/or channel availability and
condition, e.g., the highest SNR [127], evaluation optimal cooperative selection policies
are out of the scope of this chapter, however the reader can refer to [127, 128, 129, 130].
According to Fig. 18 (bottom) and following the rationale behind the orthogonal
coexistence of different 5G type-of-services, we assume a pool of radio resources,
where, for the sake of simplicity, a single frequency channel and a single mini time slot
is allocated to each radio resource. In order to improve the reliability and also meet
the latency constraint, we assume two retransmissions from RRH to UE in a shorter
time duration in the time or frequency domain. Two transmissions happen according to
the 3GPP proactive repetition strategy, referred as the K-repetition technique [131],
where a UE receives the information K times. We have limited the repetitions to two
due to the latency constraint given that, according to the result provided in Section
4.3, we observe that the high reliability are attained with two repetitions under tight
time constraints, and so more repetitions are not necessary. Clearly, more repetitions
increase the reliability, but we may not be able to meet the critical time constraint.
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Fig. 18. System model (top) and resource scheduling (bottom) illustration. There are multiple
RRHs in the system in which some are connected to the edge cloud while others can either
act as relays (time diversity) enable multi connectivity (frequency diversity) thus enhancing
the URLLC link. Devices are uniformly distributed with the activation probability a with a
fixed location. Orthogonal resource allocation is assumed, but RHHs serve other users not
illustrated in this figure. Herein, we focus on the 3-node cooperative scheme depicted in the
center. For the scheduling, the time window is divided into mini time slots to guarantee
the latency requirement. Resources colored in yellow and purple are allocated to URLLC
UE while the rest of the resources are free or allocated to other traffic types that are not
necessarily URLLC type-of services. (Reprinted with permission [22]© 2020 Elsevier).
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Furthermore, the resource scheduling is performed prior to the considered time window,
which enables support of different traffic types in time and frequency domains based on
their QoS requirements. We should note that the orthogonality of resource allocation
and the cloud’s interference management capabilities prevent the downlink interference
among devices in a shared network. In this chapter, we aim to study the impact of
exploiting time and frequency diversities on the probability of TU, and as such, the
reliability of time-sensitive communications. Thus, we consider that the transmissions
from RRH to UE occur as follows:

– Transmission spans two mini time slot resources to improve reliability by taking
advantage of time diversity in fewer time sensitive services. Thus, the system
considers time division duplexing to transmit k bits of information over the bandwidth
W .

– The transmissions are localized in time and spread over two frequency channels,
so k bits of information are transmitted in a single mini time slot T , and frequency
diversity is exploited.

Note that both transmission schemes are subject to perfect channel estimation assumption
and the links undergo Nakagami-m fading. Additionally, as in [132], we assume that
URLLC transmissions use a fixed rate, though they are chosen to satisfy latency and
reliability requirements. Note also that pilot symbols could be used for estimation at
cost of rate reduction, as discussed in [20, 108, 133].

4.2 Problem formulation

4.2.1 Probability of time underflow

In this section, we study a metric referred to as the probability of time underflow, where
the aggregated transmission time does not exceed the time budget TB, hence the system
meets the latency constraint. Accordingly, assume that the airtime needed for each
transmission is Ti =

k
R , i ∈{1,2, ..., I}, where I is the total number of transmissions, and

R is the coding rate equivalent of the Shannon capacity of the AWGN channel with
SNR of γ and bandwidth W as R=W log2(1+ γ). Note that we are assuming packets
are large enough to work under the finite blocklength regime, while the packets are small
enough for fading to remain constant. Secondly, we opt not to use finite blocklength
formulation, since we are assuming quasi-static fading. Under this regime, the finite
error probability performance can be tightly approximated by the outage probability,
while differences in performance between these regimes only emerge for extremely
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small data rates or under large LOS fading components [134]. Thus, the probability of
time underflow is

Pr[TU] = Pr

[
I

∑
i=1

k
Ri

≤ TB

]
. (33)

Assuming transmission of one bit per hertz, we can define a new variable as ϒ = W
R

proportional to the airtime of each transmission and as such,

Pr[TU] = Pr

[
I

∑
i=1

W
Ri

≤ WTB

k

]
= Pr

[
I

∑
i=1

ϒi ≤ τ

]
, (34)

where τ= WTB
k is the hard deadline under the time budget. Note that the hard deadline

refers to the strict allotted time where the packets that did not meet their deadline are
dropped.

In the following, first we begin with the probability of TU in case of a SH trans-
mission from the source to RRH, and then we expand the approach to the case of
having transmissions in frequency and time domains to exploit the frequency and time
diversities, respectively.

Direct transmission25: The probability of TU under a hard deadline for a direct
transmission is

Pr[TU]=Pr[ϒ ≤ τ]= Fϒ(τ) =1−P
(

m, m(21/τ−1)
γ

)
. (35)

where FX(·) and P(·, ·) are the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of a RV X, and
Gamma regularized function [135, Eq. 6.5.1], respectively.

Lemma 3. In order to find the upper bound of (35), we resort to the Chernoff bound,
which provides an analytically tractable expression on the tail distribution of random
variables. We should note that ϒ= 1

log2(1+X) , where RV X has Gamma distribution as
X ∼ Gamma(m, m

Ω
), where m is the fading parameter and Ω is the scale factor, and

FX(x;m,Ω)=P(m, mx
Ω
). Hence,

Pr[ϒ ≤ τ] = Pr[X ≥ 2
1
τ −1]≤ (1− t

β
)−α e−t(2

1
τ −1), (36)

where 0< t <β , α and β are the shape and scale parameters equal to m and m
Ω

,

respectively. The optimal t for the upper bound is topt = β +α/(1−2
1
τ ).

Proof. See Appendix 4.
25Note that we opt to include DT analysis for comparison only.
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Diversity sources: Now suppose that RRH cooperates with the source and sends
the message to UE. In order to improve reliability, we consider a retransmission from
RRH to UE in i) a frequency domain where the aggregated transmission time duration
includes the transmission time from source to RRH noted by ϒ1, and transmission time
from RRH to UE, which takes place in the same mini time slot but in different frequency
channels. Thus, the aggregated transmission time of this phase is ϒ′

2=
1

log2(1+∑
2
i=1 Xi)

,

where Xi indicates the channel gain of each individual transmission from RRH to UE of
the corresponding frequency channel, and ii) time domain where all the transmissions
from source to RRH and from RRH to UE use the same frequency channel but in
different mini time slots. Hence, the aggregated transmission duration is the sum of the
transmission time of each link as ϒ = ∑

3
i=1 ϒi.

Proposition 3. The probability of TU with respect to the deadline and frequency
diversity is

Pr[ϒ1 +ϒ
′
2 ≤ τ] =

∫
τ

0
fϒ1(y)Fϒ′

2
(τ −y)dy

≃
Γ

(
2m, m2

1
τ

γ

)
Γ(2m)

Γ

(
m, m(2

1
τ −1)
γ

)
Γ(m)

,

(37)

where fX(·) is the PDF of a RV X. Γ(·) and Γ(·, ·) are the Gamma function [135, Eq.
6.1.1] and incomplete Gamma function [135, Eq. 6.5.2], respectively.

Proof. See appendix 5.

Proposition 4. The probability of TU with respect to the deadline and time diversity is

Pr

[
3

∑
i=1

ϒi ≤ τ

]
= Pr[ϒ4 +ϒ3 ≤ τ]

=
∫

τ

0
fϒ3(y)Fϒ4(τ −y)dy

≃ 1
Γ(m)3 Γ

(
m, m2

1
τ

γ

)2

Γ

(
m, m(2

1
τ −1)
γ

)
.

(38)

Proof. See appendix 6.

Please note that in both of the above-mentioned propositions, we approximate the
upper bound of the probability of TU since we are not able to find the moment-generating
function (MGF) of sum of generated RVs, and the Chernoff bound is not applicable in
these two scenarios. Additionally, by substituting 21/(τ−ln2/ ln ζ̆) = 2

1
τ in the integrals as
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described in Appendix 6, we attain the upper bound, which is indicated by dashed lines
(Fig. 19) in the numerical results. This upper bound is tight on the right tail, where the
probability of the TU goes to one.

4.2.2 Reliability with respect to time budget

Another source of system outage is transmission error due to the high transmission
rate that the channel cannot support. In this section, we aim to find the maximum
coding rate as a function of the deadline (R = 1

τ
), which satisfies the latency constraint

Pr[TU]=Tth in the interval of interest (99%<Tth<99.999%). We plot the maximum
feasible reliability in the system while the target probability of TU is met. The reliability
is 1− ε , where ε is the probability of outage. The probability of outage is a function
of the coding rate R, the fading parameter m, and SNR γ , where under Nakagami-m
fading for S-RRH link is denoted by εS-RRH = P(m, m

γ

(
2R −1

)
). Note that for both

frequency and time diversity schemes, the outage probability of the RRH-UE link is
εRRH-UE = P(2m, m

γ

(
2R −1

)
) due to the sum of two Gamma-distributed channel gains

on the transmitter or destination side. Thus, the system is in outage if the transmission
from S to RRH or the transmissions from RRH to UE fails. The outage probability in a
DF scenario is

εDF = εS-RRH +(1− εS-RRH)εRRH-UE, (39)

Thus, we first find the optimal threshold to be τ∗, where Pr[TU] = Tth. Thereafter,
we update the coding rate in (39) by the inverse of τ∗ to attain the maximum achievable
reliability while the time constraint is met. Hence, this technique results in meeting the
hard deadline and attaining the maximum feasible reliability corresponding to the target
latency indicated in the next section, along with the corresponding discussion.

4.3 Numerical analysis

In this section, we provide some numerical results along with the corresponding
discussions regarding the scheduling in time and frequency domains under the hard
deadline constraint. In particular we study two performance metrics, namely probability
of time underflow and reliability. First, we examine the impact of exploiting time
and frequency diversities on the probability of time underflow as a function of a hard
deadline. Secondly, we illustrate the impact of SNR γ and fading parameter m on the
probability of time underflow. Additionally, we indicate the maximum achievable
reliability when the target time constraint is met. Unless stated otherwise, assume γ =10
(dB), and fading parameter m=3.
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Fig. 19. Probability of time underflow as a function of hard deadline where ϒi, i ∈ {1,2,3}
represents the time duration of each transmission phase, ϒ′

2 is the time duration of second
transmission phase via frequency diversity, and time duration of a single-hop transmission
is indicated by ϒ. Dashed lines indicate the upper bounds of each scenario. (Reprinted with
permission [22]© 2020 Elsevier).

Fig. 19 represents the probability of time underflow as a function of the deadline in
case of there being just one link, and time and frequency diversity sources. We compare
the probability of time underflow to its upper bound approximation. The solid and
dashed lines indicate the numerical and the approximated bound on the probability
of time underflow, respectively. As we expected by increasing the time budget, the
probability of not exceeding the latency constraint increases and by increasing the
aggregated duration of transmissions, the probability of time underflow decreases.
Moreover, although the time diversity technique may not be an appropriate solution
for URLLC services having a stringent latency constraint, the number of users might
not also be scalable with frequency diversity. Hence, depending on our system design
requirements and constraints, we can work in the time or frequency domain. For
example, we can take the advantage of time diversity in less time-sensitive services,
while frequency diversity is more suitable for time-critical applications if there is enough
available frequency channels.

Furthermore, by increasing SNR, the upper bound approximation of the time
underflow indicated by solid and dashed lines for frequency diversity and time diversity,
respectively, enhances as indicated in Fig. 20. It can clearly be seen that the frequency
diversity technique outperforms time diversity with respect to the probability of time
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Fig. 20. Probability of time underflow as a function hard deadline with different values of SNR
γ and fading parameter as m. Solid lines indicate the frequency diversity and time diversity is
illustrated by dashed lines. (Reprinted with permission [22]© 2020 Elsevier).

underflow as a function of the SNR for a given deadline. However, very tight deadlines
can also be met by time diversity if we increase the SNR γ , although having high
SNR might not be optimal/applicable in the practical systems. Moreover, the impact
of improving the LOS, the effect of which can be assessed by increasing the fading
parameters m, is also illustrated in the same figure. By increasing the value of m, the
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Fig. 21. Outage probability as a function of the deadline. The circle points and the square
point indicate the maximum achievable reliability where the target latency as Pr[TU]=Tth (as
indicated in the figure) subject to frequency and time allocation strategies, respectively is
met. (Reprinted with permission [22]© 2020 Elsevier).

probability of time underflow improves at higher deadlines, which can be also concluded
from the fact that better LOS improves reliability, meaning that the coding rate is small,
so the time threshold is large. However, in order to meet the target latency , e.g., P[TU]=
0.01 at smaller deadlines, greater LOS results in better reliability and so lower coding or
higher time threshold. Furthermore, even by improving the LOS, time diversity can not
meet the target probability of time underflow, e.g., Pr[TU] = 0.1 with stringent latency
constraint compared to the frequency diversity.

Fig. 21 indicates the outage probability ε as a function of the deadline. The loosest
constraint is denoted with a red line where the outage probability is 10−3, thus 99.9%
reliability is feasible. The circle points indicated in blue and the square point in magenta
represent the maximum reliability as a function of the optimal value of the time threshold
τ∗, where the target latency Pr[TU] = Tth is met. As can be clearly seen, the reliability
increases by having a looser time constraint due to the fact that the coding rate is
equivalent to the inverse of the time threshold as R = 1

τ
. Thus, by increasing the

deadline, the coding rate decreases and so reliability increases, as higher coding rates
result in higher outage probabilities and lower communication reliability. Moreover,
it can be noted that under the time diversity, we have only one value τ∗ = 2.3 where
the system meets the target latency Tth = 0.99, and 99.99% reliability is possible. This
conveys this message that URC is possible under time diversity, even though it requires a
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Fig. 22. Comparing the optimal permissive value of the deadline τ∗ to meet the target
reliability in the interval of interest as 99%≤ 1−ε ≤ 99.9999% (indicated in percentage in the
figure) for DT and DF cooperative scenarios. (Reprinted with permission [22]© 2020 Elsevier).

large time budget to satisfy the time constraint, which is not compatible with time-critical
systems having stringent latency requirements. The optimal values of τ∗ highly increase
to meet a higher Tth, which is not indicated in this plot. On the other hand, in order to
meet the target latency Tth = 0.99 with frequency diversity, we attain τ∗ = 0.6, which
supports lower reliability at 99% since the coding rate in this case is higher compared to
the time diversity, thus the higher coding rate leads to lower reliability. Although in this
scenario the reliability increases with time diversity compared to the frequency diversity
technique, it requires a large tolerance of latency to meet the time constraint, which is
not suitable in latency-critical systems which support systems with stringent reliability
requirements.

Furthermore, Fig. 22 compares the optimal feasible latency where the target
reliability in the interval of interest is met for a DT and DF transmission. As can
be clearly seen, the communication system requires longer deadlines to meet higher
communication reliability, since a higher value of latency constraint results in a lower
coding rate. Thus, the lower coding rate increases reliability, or in other words decreases
the outage probability. Moreover, direct transmission requires greater tolerance of
latency to meet the target reliability, in comparison to the DF cooperative scheme that
highlights the necessity of having cooperative diversity in future connectivity to meet
URLLC requirements.
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Fig. 23. Comparing the optimal permissive value of the deadline τ∗ for target reliability 99.99%
as function of SNR γ (dB) for DT and DF scenarios. (Reprinted with permission [22]© 2020
Elsevier).

Fig. 23 indicates the optimal allowable latency as a function of SNR γ (dB) to meet
the target reliability of 99.99% for DT and DF transmission scenarios. To meet target
reliability, the latency is smaller at the high SNR regime, since we can communicate
with a larger communication rate and so τ∗ reduces. As we expected, DF transmission
has lower latency compared to DT to meet the target reliability.

4.4 Conclusion

This chapter mainly focuses on the performance of cooperative communication subject
to latency constraints. We evaluated two performance metrics: i) probability of time
underflow, which indicates that the aggregated transmission time is below the time
budget, and ii) reliability, which indicates the probability of the successful transmission
of the message within the deadline, subject to scheduling in time and frequency domains.
In this regard, we obtained an approximated upper bound of the probability of time
underflow. We studied the impact of transmit power and LOS on the probability of
time underflow for a given deadline. Our results indicated the superiority of frequency
diversity for a given deadline. However, time diversity can also meet tighter deadlines
with higher transmit power. Furthermore, improving the LOS results in a lower outage
probability and a higher time threshold due to a lower coding rate. As we expected,
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reliability reduces under tighter deadlines, since the deadlines are equivalent to the
inverse of the coding rate. Additionally, it can be seen that cooperative communication in
the time domain increases the reliability at the cost of a large tolerance to latency, which
is not compatible with time-critical applications. The critical role of the cooperative
diversity technique as a potential solution to meet reliability and latency requirements
is highlighted by studying the optimal time threshold as a function of the reliability
and transmission power. In a nutshell, the reliability and latency requirements of
different types of URLLC services can be met through a suitable packet scheduling in a
pool of time and frequency resources. However, we should point out that our model
does not consider the impact of mobility on the resource allocation in the network.
Therefore, there is a need to allocate and adapt the resources to continue to make the
network compatible with the mobility of the users. Moreover, the analysis provided
in this chapter complements the analysis in Chapter 3 and indicates the feasibility of
meeting URLLC requirements via diversity mechanisms. Additionally, the current
state of the art on the modeling and evaluation of wireless networks cannot be directly
applied in dense MTC networks with different traffic types and therefore reliability and
latency requirements. This chapter provides a framework subject to orthogonal resource
allocation and diversity sources suitable for ultra-reliable MTC networks, which can
then be applied and tested in practical scenarios.
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5 Conclusions and future works

In this chapter, we summarize the contributions and the ideas in this thesis. Conclusions
are drawn for all the technical chapters, and an overall view of the outputs of the works is
provided. Future directions are outlined for enabling URLLC and meeting the reliability
and latency requirements. Finally, the concluding remarks of this thesis are provided.

5.1 Summary and conclusion

The goal of this thesis was divided into several research questions, which all support
the primary objective of the thesis. These research questions covered the following
topics: studying the possibility of meeting URLLC requirements via a cooperative
relay-enabled network under different resource allocation, coding rate, latency and
reliability, and channel estimation conditions. To this end, this thesis first provided an
overview and a comprehensive literature review of the potential role of 5G for URLLC
and future advancements of factories of the future, the industrial 5G use cases in terms of
reliability and latency requirements, and the important technical challenges of factories
of the future. Additionally, we discussed different enablers of URLLC use cases from
a reliability and latency perspective. More importantly, the importance of diversity
mechanisms as a potential URLLC enabler in terms of short packet transmission,
pilot overhead, coding rate, energy efficiency, and resource allocation with a stringent
time constraint is highlighted. The thesis proceeded by studying the performance of a
relay-enabled network, focusing on the reliability requirement, and no strict constraint on
the latency. Different cooperative schemes such as DHDF, SC, and MRC were compared
to DT. First, we studied cooperative communication via an auxiliary node under finite
blocklength coding and imperfect CSI. We considered two distinct power allocation
strategies, so-called APC and PPC, to share the available resources in channel uses
during the training and data transmission phase. We observed that (non-)cooperative
communication perform closely over the transmit power range under both power
allocation policies. However, the drawbacks of APC are i) allocating half of the power
to a single pilot symbol at low transmission power, and ii) a higher pilot power with
larger blocklength. In contrast, PPC allows sharing the resources among pilot and data
symbols based on a PPC, which is more appealing to practical systems. To this end, we
indicated the trade-off between the available resources in terms of channel uses and peak
power. In addition, we illustrated the trade-off between the reliability and latency in such
a network by evaluating the impact of PPC on the data transmission share. After that,
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diversity mechanisms with short packet transmission were examined under an ideal case
with perfect CSI. First, we compared the performance of cooperative communications in
terms of reliability as a function of the blocklength and transmit power under the URR,
where the channels undergo Nakagami-m and Rayleigh fading. We indicated that the
reliability requirement could be met via the cooperative diversity technique with shorter
packet length and lower transmit power. Moreover, we examined the optimal power
allocation among source and relay nodes in a relay-enabled network to meet the target
reliability. It was observed that MRC requires more power at the broadcasting phase
than SC and dual-hop DF relaying due to having both direct and relay links activated.
The analysis illustrated that equal power allocation among the broadcasting and relaying
phases is not an optimal solution under URR. However, it is easy to implement. In this
regard, the performance of cooperative schemes was evaluated under EPA and OPA
strategies under URR. Power consumption, reliability, minimum required latency, and
energy efficiency were the main studied performance metrics. We observed that MRC
consumes less transmit power under EPA, while with OPA, SC outperforms MRC and
becomes the most energy-efficient scheme for given reliability. Furthermore, dual-hop
DF under both EPA and OPA strategies consumes a large amount of transmit power
to meet the target reliability, making it a spectrally- and energy-insufficient scenario.
Hence, as we expected from the power consumption analysis, MRC with EPA and
SC with OPA are the most energy-efficient protocols. In contrast, dual-hop DF is an
insufficient energy protocol under URR. Moreover, the minimum required latency
analysis showed that MRC with EPA requires fewer channel uses to meet the target
reliability under the URR. In contrast, the number of channel uses increases with OPA.
As we expected, the delay in a cooperative network with SC and OPA is lower than that
of MRC. However, MRC outperforms SC with EPA concerning the minimum required
channel uses for a given reliability target. Additionally, the delay in dual-hop DF is
noticeably higher than SC and MRC under URR. Furthermore, we studied the impact of
parameters such as coding rate and fading parameter on the performance of cooperative
protocols under URR. We indicated that higher reliability with a higher coding rate
could be met via MRC, and more evident with shorter packet lengths and FB coding.
Furthermore, higher reliability was achieved by improving the LOS, which decreased
the sensitivity to the size of the payload. The studied cooperative schemes indicated
the feasibility of meeting ultra-reliability via diversity mechanisms, while the latency
is kept low with FB coding. Finally, the thesis investigated the efficiency of diversity
mechanisms for URLLC under strict time constraints. In this problem, the objective was
to attain the probability of meeting the time constraint in a relay-enabled network that
works in time and frequency domains based on the orthogonal coexistence of different
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5G type-of-services. To reduce the latency generated by the collaborative node in such a
network, the source node was connected to CRAN. The cooperative node was assigned
to the CRAN according to the availability of resources. To improve the reliability, the
collaborative node was transmitting to the destination via two transmissions in the
time or frequency domains according to the K-repetition technique. However, both
transmission scenarios were subject to a transmission time window and relied upon
5G mini-slot transmission in a pool of radio resources in time and frequency. We
examined the probability of time underflow where the aggregated transmission time
is less than or equal to the time budget. We provided the approximated probability
of time underflow and the upper bound of the probability of time underflow for each
cooperative scheme. We indicated the impact of cooperative diversity in time and
frequency domains on the probability of time underflow subject to the hard deadline.
We illustrated the maximum feasible reliability as a function of the time threshold where
the target probability of time underflow was met. The impact of LOS and transmission
power on the probability of time underflow was highlighted. We further compared
the performance of relay-enabled networks to a DT in terms of reliability and latency
requirements for URLLC. We illustrated the optimal permissive value of the deadline
as a function of the i) target reliability and ii) transmission power. The considered
framework indicated the possibility of meeting reliability and latency requirements of
URLLC by exploiting time or frequency diversities. Our studied scenarios indicated the
possibility of meeting URLLC requirements in a relay-enabled network via cooperative
diversity techniques. In addition, we provided performance benchmarks concerning
reliability and latency. However, note that our current scenarios are a variation of what
is being discussed in standardization regarding the packet duplication and multiple
interfaces used by the industry.

5.2 Future direction

This thesis studied an active and rapidly changing research area. New research
directions will lead to the development of novel techniques and substantial changes and
improvements in the design of future 5G systems and beyond. We discuss potential
future directions for URLLC networks to further develop the efficiency of resource
utilization in future dense networks, and meet the reliability and latency requirements.

As we discussed in Chapter 2, grant-free radio access enables URLLC services.
In this regard, we can extend our model provided in Chapter 3 to a heterogeneous
cooperative network with multiple relays and grant-free access users to prevent dissipa-
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tion of the resources caused by the grant-based users. The model can be compared
to semi-grant–free access in terms of different performance metrics, such as outage
probability of grant-free users’ transmissions and access delay under the URR. We
should note that in pure grant-free access systems, the number of grant-free users
depends on the number of resource blocks reserved for grant-free transmission, while in
semi grant-free access systems the number of grant-free users is a constraint on the total
number of available resources. Thus, guaranteeing the QoS requirements of grant-based
users in a semi-grant–free system becomes a crucial challenge. In this regard, comparing
the efficiency and the advantages of each grant radio access protocol in a multi-relay
heterogeneous cooperative network becomes an interesting direction for future research,
studying the possibility and efficiency of enabling the URLLC in such a network.

Moreover, our studied model in Chapter 3 can be developed into a network with
multiple potential relays performing coded repetition where all relays that overhear
the message (when they are free) forward to the destination. Thus, all the relays that
overhear the communication embed their packet with the one they are helping via
superposition coding. Hence, the BS receives a copy of the relays plus the relays’
own information (but whoever hears the relay will also embed a copy on its own
transmission), increasing reliability and reducing latency. This scenario is compatible
with the IIoT setting with several nodes and where reliability is strict.

Furthermore, as we discussed the advantages of the CRAN framework with resource
allocation in terms of latency requirements earlier in Chapter 4, we can extend our
model to a multi-cell network, and investigate a novel resource allocation strategy
relying on machine learning-based techniques, e.g., reinforcement machine learning to
improve the efficiency of the network, along with a dynamic controlling of resources in a
dense heterogeneous network suffering from dynamic inter-cell interference to overstep
passive monitoring network-focused solutions. The scheduling can be examined over a
time slot having multiplexed different cMTC traffic, with the objective to meet their
reliability and latency requirements.

Finally, we should note that the visioning of 6G wireless communications has
already started26 to provide communication services for the upcoming demands of
the 2030s. cMTC will be still one of the important cornerstone in the 6G era and so
the research directions toward 6G development should be given particular attention to
support the rapidly growing number of cMTC services with fast and efficient access.
One of the most challenging tasks to support cMTC in the 6G era is to develop the
design of collision-friendly networks to meet the reliability requirements in case of

26The Finnish 6G Flagship program is the world’s first initiative aimed at developing potential enabling
technologies for 6G [136].
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collision. In this regard, different techniques such as grant-free NOMA techniques along
with FD27 communications are needed to guarantee the communication reliability in
such a network. Hence, the model provided in Chapter 4 can be promoted to grant-
free NOMA scheduling, where the relay(s) can work in a FD mode and examine the
efficient allocation of resources in such a network in terms of the latency and reliability
requirements of cMTC services.

27In recent years, virtual FD (VFD) based on cooperative communication has also attracted research attention,
wherein two HD relays are operated in a successive relaying fashion to mimic FD [137, 138].
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Appendix 1 : Proof of proposition 1

Proof. Let the PDF of the instantaneous SNR of the link denoted by the RV X ∼
Gamma(m,m/Ω) be

fX
(
x|m, m

Ω

)
=

(
Ω

m

)−m exp
(
−mx

Ω

)
xm−1

Γ(m)
x > 0 (40)

and the linearized Q-function be

Ķ(x)≈ Q(g(x)) =


1 x ⩽ υ

1
2
− µ√

2π
(x−θ) υ < x < ϑ ,

0 x ≥ ϑ
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P , ϑ = θ +

√
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2 µ−2, υ = θ −
√
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2 µ−2, and µ =
√ n

2π
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2 .

Then, by plugging fX
(
x|m, m

Ω

)
and Ķ(x) into

ε = E[Q(g(x))] =
∫

∞

0
Ķ(x) fX(x)dx,

we attain the outage probability equal to

ε =
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After some algebraic manipulations, we attain
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where FX(x;m,Ω)=P(m, mx
Ω
) and

mµθΓ(m,
mx
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)
√

2πΓ(1+m)
can be simplified as
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Ω
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.
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Appendix 2 : Proof of lemma 1

Proof. PDF of Gamma-distributed RVs Z and Y are, respectively

fZ(z) =
exp
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Thus, the PDF of the sum of two Gamma-distributed RVs as ϖ = Z +Y is
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where 1F1(., ., .) is a regularized hypergeometric function.
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Appendix 3 : Proof of lemma 2

Proof. In order to calculate (23), first we need to attain the PDF of ϖ , and then we
calculate the outage probability as proposed in Corollary 1. To do so, let ϖ denote the
sum of two independently distributed exponential random variables, Z and Y . Then,
fϖ (ϖ) is

fϖ (ϖ)=


ϖ

Ω2
Z
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(44)

Since the RVs are independent, the proof is a straightforward solution of fϖ (ϖ)=∫
∞

0 fZ(ϖ − y) fY (y)dy [139].
By plugging (44) into

ε = E[Q(g(x))] =
∫

∞

0
Ķ(x) fX(x)dx,

and multiplying by the linearized Q-function,

Ķ(x)≈ Q(g(x)) =


1 x ⩽ υ

1
2
− µ√

2π
(x−θ) υ < x < ϑ ,

0 x ≥ ϑ

where θ = 2R−1
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2 ,

we attain

ε =
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υ

0
fX(x)dx+

∫
ϑ

υ

(
1
2
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(2π)
(x−θ)

)
fX(x)dx, (45)

which is solved with the help of [140, Eq. 2.321] and after some algebraic manipulations,
we attain (26).
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Appendix 4 : Proof of lemma 3

Proof. In order to find the upper bound of probability of time underflow in a single-hop
transmission, we resort to the Chernoff bound as

Pr[X ≥ b] = Pr[etX ≥ etb]≤ E[etX]

etb , (46)

where E[etX] is the MGF of X. The MGF of a Gamma-distributed RV is defined by

E[etX] = (1− t
β
)−α (47)

where 0 < t < β . The optimal value of t is attained by finding the first derivative of the
upper bound in (36) equal to zero as follows

∂ (Pr[ϒ ≤ τ])

∂ t
=

∂

(
Pr[X ≥ 2

1
τ −1]

)
∂ t

≤
∂

(
(1− t

β
)−α e−t(2

1
τ −1)

)
∂ t

=−
et−t21/τ

(
1− t

β

)−α (
α +β +21/τ(t −β )− t

)
t −β

= Λ(t)

(48)

where the optimal t for the upper bound is attained by solving Λ(t) = 0 as

topt = β +α/(1−2
1
τ ).

We should note that the bound provided in (36) is convex as its second derivative
with respect to t is positive, and so the optimal t minimizes the upper bound and results
in a tight approximation on the right side of the tail, where the probability of time
underflow goes to 1 as can be clearly seen in Section 4.3.
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Appendix 5 : Proof of proposition 3

Proof. First, by taking the derivative of (35) with respect to τ and substituting τ = y, we
find the PDF of RV ϒ1 to be

fϒ1(y) =
2

1
y e

−m(21/y)
γ

(
2

1
y −1

)m−1(
m
γ

)m
ln2

y2γΓ(m)
. (49)

Then assuming Z = τ − y, and X1 = Gamma(m1,β1) and X2 = Gamma(m2,β2),
the sum of two Gamma-distributed RVs X1 and X2 is a Gamma distributed RV as
Gamma(m1 +m2,β ). Note that the same message is transmitted to UE via two frequency
channels at the same time. Hence, we can use MRC at the destination, which requires
equal channel gains of the transmitted messages. Thus, channel gains equivalent to
the inverse of β on both frequency channels are equal, which results in FX1+X2(x;m,

Ω)=P(m1 +m2,
mx
Ω
). Assuming m1 = m2 = m and β1 = β2 = β , we attain

Fϒ′
2
(Z )=1−P

(
2m,

m(2
1
Z −1)
γ

)
(50)

By plugging (49) and (50) into (37) and changing the variable ζ̆ = 2
1
y , after some

algebraic manipulations, we attain

Pr[ϒ1+ϒ
′
2 ≤ τ] =
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γ
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2
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γ
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ζ̆ (ln ζ̆ )2
dζ̆ .

(51)
Unfortunately (51) does not have a closed-form expression and so, in order to

simplify the integral, we approximate 2

1
τ− ln2

ln ζ̆ −1 < 2

1
τ− ln2

ln ζ̆ as follows

2

1
τ− ln2

ln ζ̆ = 2
log ζ̆

τ log ζ̆−1 = ζ̆

1
τ log ζ̆−1

(a)
≥ ζ̆

1
τ log ζ̆ = 2

1
τ , (52)

where (a) comes from the fact that τ log ζ̆ ≫ 1 [49], then after some simplifications and

by plugging the approximation term 2
1
τ into (51), the integral simplifies to (37). Note

that the tightness of the approximation on the right side of the tail increases by plugging

in values larger than 2
1
τ .
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Appendix 6 : Proof of proposition 4

Proof. PDF of RV ϒ3 is defined by

fϒ3(y) =
2

1
y e

−m(21/y)
γ
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2
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y −1

)m−1(
m
γ

)m
ln2
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.

Then, assuming ϒ1 +ϒ2 = ϒ4 and Z = τ −y, we find the CDF of RV ϒ4 as

Fϒ4(Z )≃
∫ Z

0
fϒ1(s)Fϒ2(Z −s)ds≃ 1
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)
, (53)

where the PDF of RV ϒ1 and the CDF of RV ϒ2 are respectively
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By inserting (53) into

Pr
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∑
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ϒi ≤ τ

]
=
∫

τ

0
fϒ3(y)Fϒ4(τ −y)dy,

After some manipulations and changing the variable ζ̆ = 2
1
y and following the same

steps as described in Appendix 5, we attain the probability of time underflow as
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